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FOREWORD

Safe, reliable and economic nuclear power plant operation requires
continuous and comprehensive efforts to establish, maintain and improve the
reliability of plant equipment, the knowledge and skills of associated staff
and the methods and processes used to plan, execute and control work.

Good nuclear power plant performance also requires quality design,
manufacture, construction and commissioning and may be influenced by factors
such as national infrastructure, regulatory approaches and cultural
influences. This report does not specifically address these issues.

The staff at the stations stress safety as their first priority. It is
recognized that many factors contribute to both safety and high availability.
However this report focusses primarily on high availability as an indicator of
good performance. In a similar vein, the report does not attempt to focus on
the costs of achievement of high availability. It is recognized that there is
an optimum level of performance versus cost. This concept must £>e applied on
a utility by utility basis, and a national basis, which is not the purpose of
this study.

This report provides an overview of operational principles, practice and
improvements which have contributed to good performance of eight selected
world nuclear power stations. The IAEA Power Reactor Information System
(PRIS) was used to identify a population of good performers. It is recognized
that there are many other good performing nuclear power stations not included
in this report. Specific criteria described in the introduction were used in
selecting these eight stations. The information contained in this report was
obtained by the staff from IAEA, Division of Nuclear Power. This was
accomplished by visits to the stations and visits to a number of utility
support groups and three independent organizations which provide support to
more than one utility.

The information in this report is intended as an aid for operating
organizations to identify possible improvement initiatives to enhance plant
performance. Additional information on specific areas addressed in the report
may be obtained from the Director, Division of Nuclear Power, IAEA.



This report is not exhaustive. It will also serve as a basis for further
work to identify and document practices to enhance Nuclear Power Plant
Performance. Specific comments and suggestions from readers would be welcomed
and should be addressed to the Director of the Division of Nuclear Power.

The IAEA gratefully acknowledges the co-operation of the management and
staff from the following organizations who contributed information for
inclusion in this report:

BWR Training Centre - Japan
Electricité de France - France
Imatran Voima Oy - Finland
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations - United States of America
Kernkraftwerke Gundremmingen - Federal Republic of Germany

Betriebsgesellschaft mbH

Northern States Power Company - United States of America
Ontario Hydro - Canada
Sydkraft AB - Sweden
Technical Research Centre of Finland - Finland
Teollisuuden Voima Oy - Finland
Tokyo Electric Power Company - Japan

This TecDoc was reviewed and approved by a Consultants' Meeting held from
31 October to 4 November 1988 in Vienna. Participants in this meeting were

Messrs. D. Glorian - Electricité de France
K. Gustafsson - Barsebeck Nuclear Power Station
K. Otoha - Tokyo Electric Power Company
A. Rastas - Teollisuuden Voima Oy
R.J. Strickert - Ontario Hydro
E.L. Watzl - Prairie Island Nuclear Power Station
F. Calori - Division of Nuclear Power, IAEA
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A study of eight of the world's good performance nuclear power stations
was conducted in 1987-1988 by IAEA to identify approaches applied ûy operating
organizations which contribute to high Energy Availability Factor consistent
with high standards of safety and environmental protection. Design,
manufacturing and construction aspects were not specifically addressed.

The eight stations, with 22 operating units and approximately 130 reactor
years of commercial operation are representative of world plants in terms of
type, size, and commercial vintage. These stations have a combined Energy
Availability Factor of 82% during commercial service and 85% during
1985-1987. They also generally exhibit low unplanned unavailability factors,
low scram rates and low collective personnel radiation exposures.

The study involved review of published literature and station performance
data, and visits to each station and associated support organization.

The study identified a number of key contributing factors to good
performance which were common to most plants visited. These factors are
summarized below with reference to appropriate sections of the report. This
list is not prioritized and it must be recognized that many items are
interrelated.

Performance goals and objectives are generally well defined and
effectively communicated to staff. Progress towards achievement of goals
and objectives is monitored. Improvements are identified, prioritized
and implemented (see sect. 2.1).

Station organizations are well defined. Organizational responsibilities
and associated interfaces, levels of authority and individual
accountabilities are defined and confirmed to be understood by plant
staff. Teamwork among plant and support organizations and individuals is
emphasized and reinforced on a continuing basis (see sect. 2.2).

Station managers and supervisors get personally involved with staff
members and plant activities. This promotes a positive work environment,



reinforces performance objectives and expectations, and ensures timely,
effective identification and resolution of problems (see sect. 2.3).

Quality assurance principles are applied to all plant systems and
activities including plant configuration control. Plant staff are held
responsible for the achievement and verification of the required quality
(see sect. 2.4).

Effective working relationships are established with outside
organizations including regulators, vendors and contractors (see sect.
2.5, 2.6, 7.5).

Operations and maintenance work is controlled and executed in a
disciplined manner (Chapters 3 and 4).

Preventive maintenance is emphasized; (see sect. 4.2); corrective
maintenance is performed expeditiously where practical, and outstanding
backlogs are closely monitored (see sect. 4.3).

Plant operating experience is systematically evaluated to identify
problems and associated root causes (Chapter 5). Corrective actzons are
identified and implemented to prevent recurrence (Chapter 9).

Relevant external experience is sought and used to improve station
performance (Chapter 5.0). This consists of lessons from the operating
experiences of other plants, and study and adoption of good practices
where appropriate (see sect. 2.7).

Plant chemistry control is optimized to enhance the longer-term life of
components and minimize in-plant radiation fields (Chapter 6).

Outage management practices consist of detailed and comprehensive
planning and preparations, careful control of work execution and a
systematic review of outage experience to improve work processes and
techniques (Chapter 7).

Staff proficiency is established and maintained through effective
recruitment and selection practices, comprehensive training and
retraining programmes and a working environment which fosters staff
longevity (Chapter 8).
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Extensive efforts are made to minimize personal radiation exposures
(Chapter 10).

Aggressive programs are implemented to preserve fuel integrity
(Chapter 11).

These factors reflect a high competence of operating and support
organizations. An underlying aspect of this competence is a continuous
improvement ethic and rigorous approach instilled in all staff.

This report also makes reference to many principle and practices employed
at various stations. It is hoped that staff of operating utilities who used
this report may find some items appropriate for performance improvement in
their plants.

11



Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Power stations which exhibit good operational performance provide
a reliable and economic supply of electrical energy consistent with high
standards of public and employee safety and protection of the environment.
Good design, manufacture and construction are necessary prerequisites. The
achievement of longer-term good operational performance requires reliable
equipment, good management and a proficient staff supported by effective
procedures and necessary services.

This document summarizes a number of principles, practices and
improvement initiatives which are applied by operating organizations at eight
selected world nuclear power stations and which have contributed to their good
operational performance. The design, manufacture and construction aspects of
the stations are not specifically addressed in this document.

The information in this document is intended as an aid to operating
organizations to identify approaches and improvement initiatives to achieve or
maintain good operational performance. The body of this document summarizes
information on the approaches used at the various stations visited. Specific
information is described in a set of supporting annexes. Some repetition of
information has been included in different sections of the report to enable
individual sections to stand alone where practical.

The information summarized in this document was obtained during visits to
the eight selected power stations which comprise 22 units (Figure 1) and to
corporate support organizations in Electricité de France, Tokyo Electric Power
Company and Ontario Hydro. Visits were also made to the Institute of Nuclear
Power Operations in the United States, the Technical Research Centre of
Finland and the BWR Training Centre in Japan to obtain background information
on reasons for good operational performance.

The eight nuclear power stations that formed the basis of this study were
selected based on the following criteria:

the cumulative nuclear operating experience of the associated utility is
greater than 10 years»
the selected stations have 2 or more operating units;

13
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30
1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

Not« —Numbers in bars represent number of units YEAR

-EAF is capacity weighted calculated from month following commercial operation

FIG.2. Energy availability factor (EAF) of selected units and world units.

the Energy Availability Factor of the selected stations as recorded in
the IAEA-Power Reactor information System (PRIS) has consistently
exceeded the average world performancej
the stations represent a cross-section of world units in terms of size of
units (445-1248 MWe net), type of units (PWR, BWR, PHWR), in-service
vintage (1973-1986) and IAEA Member States (seven).

Figure 2 compares the weighted Energy Availability Factor of the selected
stations from 1975 versus world stations as reported to IAEA PRIS.

The selected stations can be divided into two distinct groups:

4 stations (Prairie Island, Barsebeck, Loviisa, TVO) with an operating
period such that performance trends can be clearly established.

4 newer stations (Blayais, Fukushima Daini, Gundremmingen B/C and
Pickering-B) which are operated by utilities with significant prior
experience in the operation of other nuclear units.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the Energy Availability Factors (EAF) and
Planned and Unplanned Unavailability Factors (PUF and UUF) of the selected
stations by calendar year (see Annex 17).
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FIG.3. Energy availability/unavailability factors.
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FIG.3. (cont.)
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FIG.4. Energy availability/unavailability factors.
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FIG.5 Comparison of selected stations with similar stations.
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FIG.5. (cont.)
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The stations with longer operating periods have a demonstrated
performance improvement trend with time and are achieving Energy Availability
Factors of 85-90%. The improvement trends have resulted from reductions in
planned outage durations and forced outages.

The newer plants have performed very well during the first several years
of commercial service with cumulative Energy Availability Factors in the order
of 82-85%. In each utility these newer stations have performed better tnan
earlier stations during first commercial operation, due in part to design
improvements and in part to improved practices, procedures and the knowledge
and experience of the operating staff.

The Energy Availability Factor of each of the four stations with longer
operating periods was compared with world stations of similar type, size and
commercial service. Figure 5 compares each station with similar world
stations based on the age of units from first commercial service. The number
of units are included on each bar on the graph. The following characteristics
are readily noted:

the availability performance of the selected stations is significantly
better than similar world stations

there is a significant trend of availability improvement with age in the
selected stations, which is not as readily apparent in similar plants

Energy Availability Factors of the order 85-90% have been achieved after
8-13 years of commercial service

Similar analyses were performed for stations which were placed in
commercial operation after 1980, however the data base is insufficient to
establish comparable trends.

Another trend is evident in the performance data of individual units of
these stations. The availability performance of the second unit (and
subsequent units in the 4 unit stations) is generally better than the lead
units. The trend is particularly evident in the older four stations, when a
direct comparison of cumulative energy availability factors is made for
identical operating periods (eg. Barsebeck-2 had a cumulative Energy
Availability Factor 8% higher than Barsebeck-1 after each unit operated 9 full
commercial years). This performance trend and data for the four stations is
discussed in Chapter 5.
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A number of other performance characteristics were determined from the
data out of the selected stations.

Scram rates were significantly reduced in the older stations. The newer
stations experienced relatively few scrams in early operation. The
stations have scram rates ranging from 0 to around 5 scrams per unit/year
over the past 3 years (see sect. 9.1).

Average personnel radiation exposures range between 46 to 250 man-rern/
unit/year for the last 5 years. Chapter 10 contains data on each station
and outlines a number of practices contributing to low exposures.

Fuel defect rates are relatively low in most stations; several stations
have operated for a number of years with no fuel defects. Chapter 11
outlines practices applied at the stations visited to preserve fuel
integrity and includes some specific information on fuel defect rates at
several stations visited.

Emphasis is placed on minimizing industrial injuries to workers. The
criteria for measuring worker safety performance varied somewhat from
station to station; however incidents of worker injury that resulted in
employee lost time were low. For example, there were no injuries to
workers (including contractor staff) involving time away from work at the
Fukushima Daini during 1986/1987. Blayais had the best worker safety
performance of all Electricité de France nuclear stations during 10 of
the 16 quarters from 1984-1987, and injuries were consistently below the
average level of all stations in the 4 year period.

Several other notable general characteristics were observed during the
station visits which may be summarized as follows:

Plant housekeeping ranged from generally very good in most stations, to
immaculate at Fukushima Daini. Very few steam/fluid leaks were observed
during plant tours. Several station managers stated that good
housekeeping was an important psychological factor in reinforcing rigor
and attention to detail in plant workers.

Plant staff openly discussed problems which they were experiencing, were
interested in observations and information on practices from other
stations which could improve performance of their plant, and were

23



striving to develop ana implement performance improvement initiatives on
a continuing basis.

The staff were generally biased towards identification and prevention of
problems and were determined to prevent recurrence of equipment failures
or human-related incidents.

Managers and staff consistently indicated that their efforts to operate
the plant safety also resulted in high long-term reliability and good
economics.

24



Chapter 2
MANAGEMENT-RELATED PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

A number of management-related principles and practices were identified
as important contributors to the achievement of good plant performance. These
principles and practices reflect those management attitudes, beliefs and
approaches which are instilled and reinforced in the operating organizations
and which serve to guide staff activities towards the achievement of good
performance. This chapter is not comprehensive; many principles and practices
which also may be regarded as management-related are found in other chapters
of this report eg. Experience Evaluation and Feedback (Chapter 5). The
summaries which follow are not prioritized; it must be realized that eacft
factor may contribute to a well-managed station.

2.1 Goals and Objectives

Performance goals and objectives are clearly defined and effectively
communicated to staff.

The goals and objectives, which state what is to be achieved, serve as a
basis to develop work programs and plans, allocate associated resources and
communicate performance expectations to staff. They are typically included in
policy documents and procedures, integrated into staff training and work
programs, communicated to contractors prior to work commencement and
reinforced by management staff in daily communications and meetings.

A number of major station performance goals were essentially common to
all stations visited and may be summarized as follows:

ensure that the necessary elements for safe station operation are in
place and systematically reinforced

achieve high station availability during planned operating periods
through minimization of scrams/forced outages

minimize personnel radiation exposures and worker injuries

minimize radioactive emissions and wastes
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achieve lowest long-term unit energy cost consistent with meeting other
major station goals

In addition a number of stations, which were essentially base loaded, had
a goal to shorten planned outage durations which, when combined with the goal
of high station availability during operating periods, results in a goal to
achieve a high energy availability factor or load factor.

Progress towards achievement of goals is monitored through systematic
collection and trending of key performance indicators. Typical performance
indicators used at various plants include:

frequency of significant events
frequency of unplanned scrams
load factor, or energy/time availability factors
unplanned unavailability factor or forced outage rate
planned unavailability and unplanned outage extensions
collective personnel radiation exposures
frequency of industrial accidents resulting in lost time to workers
volume of low-level radioactive waste produced
liquid and airborne radiological emissions
fuel defect rate

Performance trends are communicated to staff through methods such as
displays on station bulletin boards, distribution of performance reports and
review of trends at staff meetings.

The performance data and trends are analysed to identify performance
deficiencies and associated root causes. Performance improvement objectives
and programs are developed, prioritized, and resources are allocated for
implementation as appropriate. This process of utilizing operational
experience feedback to improve performance is discussed in more detail in
Chapter 5.

A number of utilities/stations use performance indicators as management
tools to set quantified goals/objectives for overall station performance and
monitor progress towards achievement. For example, Northern States Power/
Prairie Island management has adopted the performance indicators established
by the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations in the United States. Ontario
Hydro has also used a management by objectives system as a management tool for
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all plants in commercial operation. Annex 1 provides a brief overview of the
"management by objective" approach used by Ontario Hydro.

An important aspect of the use of objectives is recognition that each
individual has a role to play in performance achievement and performance
improvement. As such, overall station performance objectives are integrated
into department objectives, specific work programs and individual performance
expectations.

Two examples of translation of station performance objectives into
individual performance expectations are included in two Annexes. Annex 2
summarizes a brief and very effective document provided to staff and
contractor foreman at Barsebeck to reinforce goals and performance
expectations. Annex 3 summarizes a message to plant and contractor staff
prior to an outage at Fukushima Daini.

2.2 Organization and Responsibilities

There are significant variations in the organizational structures and the
associated corporate support functions at the stations visited. Different
organizational structures are equally effective in achieving good performance.
However, the following common factors are important:

organizational responsibilities and associated interfaces, levels of
authority and individual accountabilites are clearly defined in station
documentation and understood by staff. This includes the
responsibilities of corporate support organizations and other external
support groups.

line management is clearly responsible and accountable for safe and
reliable station performance and the quality of work in their areas of
responsibility.

assignment of management/supervisory responsibilities in the organization
ensures effective monitoring and control of station activities on a
continuing basis.

sufficient qualified staff are available to carry out all normal
activities without undue stress or delay. Resource levels also ensure
appropriate supervision of contracted staff, effective technical support
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to operations and maintenance staff and the capability to promptly
respond to contingency situations such as accident management, fire-
fighting and emergency off-site radiation monitoring.

teamwork is cultivated and reinforced by management through a continuing
emphasis on the need for and benefits of co-operation, communication and
co-ordination among individual, station groups and various support groups.

Good teamwork is emphasized as a key contributor to overall success at
the stations visited. Summarized below are examples of practices which
contributed to effective teamwork:

Daily morning meetings are conducted involving key operations,
maintenance, technical, planning, and other support staff to review
station status, operational problems and associated corrective actions,
maintenance work planned and in progress, and other issues related to
station performance. These meetings serve to dissemenate information,
establish and communicate priorities, co-ordinate efforts and reinforce
co-operation among work groups. At one station, new employees attend
these meeting as part of a plant orientation training program.

Committees or review groups, made up of staff from various station and
offsite support units or departments, review results and recommend or
initiate corrective programs as appropriate. These groups may review
items such as:

safety-related significant events and trends
planned or proposed equipment modifications
unforeseen operating problems
outstanding instructions or plant configuration changes of a
temporary nature
corrective maintenance backlogs
permanent changes to operating procedures, quality assurance
procedures, preventive maintenance programs
staff relations issues

Rotation of key staff between station departments or between stations and
corporate support groups. For example, TEPCO rotates key management
staff between corporate support and station organizations every 3 or 4
years. (Rotation programs also provide career development training for
management and supervisory staff).
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Work review and approval systems require communication/consultation with
interfacing departments.

Use of "System Engineers" which act as a focal point for all station
activities on Plant Systems (see Example - Annex 9).

Advance outage planning meetings (eg. 6-12 months prior to outage) are
held where proposed work is discussed, preplanning efforts are
co-ordinated and specific responsibilities and associated action
milestones are agreed.

2.3 Management Involvement

Management staff maintains significant interpersonal involvement with
staff and associated daily station activities. Management involvement serves
to:

reinforce performance objectives and expectations
maintain a positive working environment
ensure station problems are appropriately addressed
identify areas in which additional management attention is needed to
effect improvements.

Typical methods of maintaining appropriate management involvement may
include:

establishment of effective reporting mechanisms which ensure that
significant items are promptly brought to management attention for
information/follow-up as required, eg. shift supervisor reports,
significant event reports, on-call systems, results of audits.

review of station status, problems and follow-up actions with subordinate
staff at daily meetings

frequent management tours of the station to ensure items such as station
equipment condition, housekeeping standards, staff work practices etc.
conform to requirements and expectations. The tours also serve to
maintain personal contacts and provide direct feedback to field staff on
good work performance

frequent meetings (eg. weekly, monthly) with worker representatives
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regular meetings (eg. monthly) with shift groups and other station
department staff to communicate expectations and items of staff interest,
and to solicit feedback on problems and areas for improvement

conducting senior management interviews with staff who are qualifying for
senior positions (eg. shift supervisor)

ensuring that an "open-door policy" is maintained to ensure staff will
promptly bring problems by management attention

Several factors were identified as particularly important in ensuring
problems were appropriately identified by management staff on a continuing
basis:

management must take a proactive approach to addressing and solving
problems on a priority basis

management must "tolerate honest mistakes" to ensure that the root causes
of problems will be readily identified

the line organization should continue to be the primary source of
information to senior management. If problems are identified through
other sources, senior management staff must be careful not to circumvent
the line management staff in implementing corrective actions.

2.4 Quality Program Concepts

The stations visited had well developed quality assurance/quality control
programs in accordance with national requirements and guidelines.

Three factors related to quality program concepts were identified as
particularly important to the achievement of good station performance:

i) Quality program principles are also applied to non safety-related
equipment

A number of stations apply formal quality assurance program requirements
to all station systems. Other stations apply formal quality assurance program
requirements only to safety-related systems, however the basic concepts of
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quality assurance are also applied to availability-related systems in the
Balance of Plant. These basic principles typically include:

work activities are preplanned, reviewed and approved in accordance with
station requirements
activities are executed by staff qualified to do the work
work execution is appropriately verified to ensure it is in accordance
with station requirements
equipment is appropriately inspected/tested prior to return to service
work execution is recorded and followed-up to identify areas of
improvement
the root cause of component/equipment failures is evaluated and
appropriate actions taken to prevent recurence

ii) Responsibility to achieve quality and verify that it is achieved rests
primarily with those performing the task and the associated line
management.

Quality assurance groups, which typically comprise less tnan 5-10
persons, are used to complement line management through independent monitoring
and assessment of performance.

iii) Plant modifications of a temporary or permanent nature are carefully
controlled. Several aspects of these controls include:

preparation, review and approval of plant modifications are
performed by staff knowlegeable of the design intent of the affected
systems. These processes include review of the operability and
maintainability of the proposed modification

relevant plant documentation, including drawings and procedures, are
promptly updated in accordance with the revised configuration

provisions are made to ensure staff awareness of changes where
appropriate eg. operations staff

2.5 Relationships with Vendors, Suppliers, Architect-Engineers

Most utilities/stations visited maintain long-term co-operative working
relationships with the original architect-engineer and/or major vendor and
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supplier organizations. Typical benefits derived from these relationships
include:

prompt access to technical support services to address unexpected problems

identification of methods, techniques or modifications to correct
potential problems or effect performance improvements

access to high-quality, cost-effective contracted knowledgeable services
for planned inspection/maintenance work

Specific aspects of the relationships varied from station to station
based on factors such as the size and role of corporate support groups and tne
proximity of vendor staff/facilities. However the following practices were
common to a number of stations visited:

Utility/station staff provide feedback to vendor/suppliers on the overall
performance of their equipment. Particular emphasis is placed on
problems with equipment to enable vendor/supplier groups to develop
solutions and communicate experience to other stations. Experience
feedback may include routine plant and equipment performance reports (eg.
daily/monthly), immediate contact with suppliers following identification
of a plant problem, or formal experience feedback meetings at regular
frequencies (eg. once/year).

Personal contacts at various management levels are maintained witn vendor/
supplier organizations to facilitate experience feedback, to ensure
interface problems are addressed, and to maintain an up-to-date knowledge
of products and services available to the station. In several cases
vendor/supplier representatives reside at the station site.

Long-term contracts and agreements are established for activities such as
research and development initiatives and supply of inspection/maintenance/
engineering services. Several stations noted that the longer term
agreements served to reinforce co-operative relationships oetween tne
staff of the participating organizations and assured the continuing
supplying of proven contract workers - both of which contributed to
enhanced station performance.

In subsequent chapters of this document, the reader will frequently find
reference improvement initiatives, many of which result from a co-operative
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effort of utilities and the associated architect-engineer/vendor/supplier
organizations.

2.6 Relationship with Regulatory Agencies

Maintenance of a professional relationship with government regulatory
authorities was cited as an important factor in achieving safe and reliable
operation. Several stations indicated that avoidance of unnecessary delays in
resolving licence-related issues and conducting in-plant inspections during
outages contributed to improved station availability. The following station
management initiatives are considered to contribute to effective working
relationships with regulatory agencies:

ensure station staff understand and respect the independent role of the
regulator, and recognize that safety is a common goal

ensure station staff are open and frank during discussions with
regulatory staff to avoid differences of opinion tnat may be caused by
lack of information or misunderstanding

demonstrate a high degree of responsibility toward safe station operation
and problem resolution without regulatory direction

provide prompt and accurate information on safety issues/events

provide timely responses to requests for information or other regulatory
initiatives

ensure station policies and guidelines accurately reflect regulatory
requirements

2.7 Adopt Good Practices

Many of the practices in use at the stations visited nave been developed
and strengthened based on information obtained from other stations. Several
organizations stressed that a willingness to learn from others and to adopt
and improve upon practices that suited their needs had been a key factor in
their performance improvements. Of particular note, this approach is not
limited to review of practices at stations of similar types. For example, EdF
has information exchange agreements with TEPCO and Ontario Hydro which has
included, in one case, a staff assignment to the other organization.
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Summarized below are several approaches which contribute to identification
of areas in which practices could be adopted and/or improved:

IAEA Operational Safety Assessment and Review Teams (OSART) had completed
reviews at three stations and five of the stations visited had supplied
senior staff for OSART reviews at other stations. Several utilities
associated with INPO had also participated in INPO evaluations/technical
visits which served as an effective means to exchange information on
practices.

Review published literature and actively participate in workshops,
conferences, symposiums organized by various organizations such as
INTER-RAM, INPO, EPRI, ANS-ENS, UNIPEDE, IAEA, etc. In many cases tnese
initiatives serve to establish contacts for future follow-up.

Utilities operating more than one station assign corporate support staff
to foster exchange of information between stations.

Prior to start-up of a first nuclear unit, several utilities had assigned
existing staff to stations at other utilities to gain operational
experience (see sect. 8.1).

The three Nordic stations placed a major emphasis on ensuring that,
management and technical staff participated in conferences and workshops and
visited other stations. Most staff engineers, for example, were involved in
such activities at least once per year and a number of senior station staff
estimated that they had visited 10-30 world stations. The committment and
determination to interchange experience and learn from others was considered a
major factor in continuous improvement. A senior TVO manager also described a
major benefit of sending his staff to visit other stations as follows: "It
keeps them critical of their own plant - their observations help to avoid a
possible tendency to rest on their laurels".
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Chapter 3
OPERATIONS

Operations concerns the activities of the direct operating group which is
responsible for the operation and control of station equipment. A disciplined
approach to operations activities contributes to good long-term station
performance through:

prompt identification and appropriate response to equipment problems

minimization of human-related errors which may result in unit
disturbances, equipment damage and/or plant shutdowns

This chapter briefly summarizes a number of associated practices which
contribute to safe, reliable and economic operation.

3.1 Organization

The organization structure of the direct operating group varied
considerably in the stations visited. In some stations, the operating group
consisted of shift operating personnel and a few day support staff reporting
to an operation manager. In other stations the direct operating group
included day support staff who performed activities such as preparation and
revision of operating procedures, scheduling of operating work and performing
some aspects of station surveillance activities. In several stations the
senior operations manager is also responsible for one or more station groups
such as the chemistry control unit, training staff, maintenance staff.

The structural aspects of shift crews also varied considerably viz:

some stations had a shift supervisor and operators dedicated to each
individual unit.

some stations had a shift supervisor (and in some cases an assistant
shift supervisor) responsible for the operating crews for two units.
This two-unit structure was also used at the four-unit Blayais and
Fukushima Daini.

Pickering-B had a senior shift supervisor for four units, with
subordinate supervisors responsible for operations and two maintenance
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groups on the shift. This station was the only one which employs
maintenance staff on shift during routine operating periods.

2 stations employed an on-site technical advisor at all times (Blayais,
Prairie Island) while the other stations had designated senior staff
on-call. At one station (Barscheck) some of the engineers having other
main duties are nominated to a group of "engineers on duty". One member
of this group is always available on-site out his task in emergencies is
to co-ordinate notifications and initial emergency response and not to
give guidance to operators.

3 stations used 5 shift crews (average 40 nour work week), 4 stations
used 6 shift crews and one station 7 shift crews (these 5 stations had
work weeks of 35-38 hours/week).

Common features of the operating organizations which support good
performance include:

organizational structure and responsibilities are well defined and clearly
communicated

resourcing levels are sufficient to accomplish tasks

the operating organization had ready access to maintenance/technical
support

supervisors/managers perform routine surveillance of operations
activities to ensure compliance with established standards

3.2 Operations Documentation

The quality of supporting documents for operating staff is considered a
key factor in minimizing the occurence of human-related errors and ensuring a
timely, effective response to abnormal unit conditions. The following factors
were considered important at the stations visited:

Policies governing the preparation, approval and use of procedures are
clearly defined and well understood. These policies address issues such
as:
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- actions to be taken when procedures are found to be inadequate for
the intended task or do not address the situation encountered (eg.
specific approvals required to implement temporary procedural
changes etc) ;

instructions on procedures which must be followed precisely, those
involving signatures or check-offs for each activity and those which
provide general guidance.

Operating procedures must be clear, concise and formated for easy usage.
Operating personnel were normally involved in the preparation/updating
of procedures and/or review and field validation of the procedures prior
to authorization for use. Shift staff are encouraged to identify
deficiencies or ambiguities in procedures on an continuing basis. Such
problems are promptly rectified.

Operating procedures and associated revisions are subjected to technical
validation by qualified staff prior to implementation to ensure
conformance with the station design intent.

Station procedures are promptly updated to reflect new information and
lessons from experience. Procedural changes associated with station
modifications are prepared and issued prior to operation of the
associated equipment. Several stations expedited procedural revisions
through techniques such as routing revisions in red cover folders or
assigning a responsible individual to expedite/follow the approval
process.

Provision is made to ensure staff are aware of procedural changes.
includes mandatory review and sign-off of revised procedures and may
include classroom/simulator training in the case of major modifications.

The number and duration of temporary operating instructions, which
supercede normally operating procedures, is controlled. Most stations
required frequent review of outstanding temporary instructions (eg. once
every one to three months) by senior operations staff, operating
committees or station safety review committees. The number of temporary
operating instructions in effect at a number of stations visited was less
than 20 per unit.
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Most stations have completed or were in the process of completion of
Emergency Operating Procedures which included generic approaches for
unexpected or unforeseen situations.

Flow diagrams, power supply listings and other support documentation are
also updated on an ongoing basis. In many cases the documents used by
operating staff are updated by hand (by authorized staff) pending issue
of new permanent documents.

3.3 Plant Status Control

Operations personnel must remain aware of the status of systems and
equipment under their control and must ensure that systems and equipment are
properly controlled to ensure safe and reliable station operation. The
following practices contribute to effective monitoring and control of plant
status.

i) The status of station systems and components is monitored on a continuing
basis.

Qualified control room staff perform routine panel inspections and
scheduled surveillance tests to confirm that components and systems are
performing satisfactorily or are in an appropriate state of readiness. These
staff remain in the vicinity of control room panels at all times to promptly
detect and respond to alarms or other indications of improper plant/equipment
operation. Remedial action is taken when appropriate in accordance with
approved operating procedures. Equipment deficiencies or other abnormal unit
conditions which require further follow up by station support staff is
appropriately documented and brought to the attention of supervisory staff for
initiation of corrective action. Panel indicators, alarms, hand-switches are
labelled when appropriate to alert operators of equipment déficiences.

Frequent field patrols (eg. once or twice/shift) are performed by
qualified staff to detect abnormal conditions and promptly report findings to
control room staff. Specific checks or readings which must be taken are
normally specified on checksheets or other documentation.
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ii) Abnormal unit conditions are minimized to facilitate ease of detection of
plant status and to maintain the installed redundancy of instrumentation
circuits and plant components.

Minimization of abnormal conditions is reflected by a low number of
alarms in the "alarm state" and a low number of temporary modifications (eg.
disconnected wires or leads, wire or mechanical jumpers, blanks). At a number
of stations there were less than 5 alarms in the alarm state on a unit (on
control panels/alarm summaries) and alarm rates were of the order of one to
two per hour (other than those created by surveillance testing). At Fukushima
Daini there was not a single alarm in the alarm state in one two-unit control
room. A number of stations had less than 20 documented temporary
modifications per unit and in most cases repairs were in progress or outage
work was required to permit removal of temporary modifications.

Factors which contribute to minimization of abnormal unit conditions
include:

corrective maintenance which can be performed on equipment with the
station in an operating state is performed expeditiously ie.
normally within one week, frequently on the next working day
preventive maintenance work is effectively preplanned and controlled
to ensure that equipment will not remain out of service for extended
periods due to a lack of spare parts, resources, procedures etc.

iii) Log-keeping is timely, accurate and reflects station activities,
equipment status changes and overall station status.

The quality of log-keeping was a subject of on-going emphasis at many
stations visited. High quality log-keeping supports effective continuity
between shifts which permits operating staff to review the details of station
operation while they were absent. The logs are an important aid to ensure
problems are followed through to completion and not overlooked. Station logs
are typically forwarded to senior operating staff for review as part of
operations surveillance activities.
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iv) Shift turnovers ensure effective transfer of information on station
status and include appropriate review of control panels and abnormal
conditions.

At each station a formal process is in place to provide incoming
operators and shift supervision with an accurate summary of overall
station status. Typical items reviewed at shift turnover include:

Station documents such as logs, new operating instructions,
temporary or permanent modifications records, equipment isolations
in effect, etc.

Major component status and abnormal unit conditions which includes
control panel checks and system chemistry status.

Planned work for the incoming shift and status of operating/
maintenance work in progress.

The turnover process includes agreement by incoming and outgoing staff of
transfer of responsibilities.

Similar processes are also followed for temporary relief of control room
operators during the period of the shift.

v) Formal administrative controls are implemented for operation of field
equipment. This includes equipment isolation (tag-outs) for maintenance
purposes.

Typical features of the administrative controls include;

Shift supervisor and/or control room operator approval is required
to operate field equipment, remove equipment from service and
restore equipment to normal service. (For safety-related equipment
a higher authority approval may be required).

Field operations are normally performed by operating staff in
accordance with authorized operating orders which are prepared and
checked by qualified staff. These orders prescribe individual
component positions and the prescribed sequence of operation.
Exceptions to this requirement are specifically defined in station
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procedures. If a field device is found in a condition not expected
(eg. unexpected tag on a valve, component not properly labelled,
component position different from that expected by operating order)
execution of the operating order is suspended pending review with
control room staff.

Field devices which are required to support worker safety are tagged
(and locked if practicable), to guarantee proper isolation for
maintenance purposes.

Up-to-date records are maintained in the control room of the
abnormal status of field equipment.

Close communications are established between operations/maintenance
staff regarding the nature of work to be performed, adjacent worker
safety hazards, the specifics of the equipment isolation and
proposed testing after maintenance.

Maintenance staff report to operations on the status of work on a
daily basis.

Extensive provisions are made for signatures which record activities
performed or responsibilities accepted.

In a number of stations additional features of formal controls include:

Field operations are independently verified to be correct if the
operations involve worker safety or station safety implications.

Provision is made for joint field confirmation by maintenance/
operations staff that the equipment to be worked on is in fact that
which is isolated. In one station a specific identification tag is
placed on equipment which must be confirmed by maintenance before
commencement of work. (A number of stations had experienced
incidents of maintenance work on equipment which was not isolated,
due to human error).

3.4 Conduct of Operations

A number of practices were identified which supported safe and reliable
conduct of operations. Typical examples included:
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Emphasis is placed on operator alertness and prompt follow-up of
abnormal indications

Control room access was restricted to prevent unnecessary
distractions to control panel operators. Similarly, direct access
to control panels is limited to authorized personnel.

Station evolutions are preplanned (when possible) to permit operator
preparation (eg. review of applicable procedures). Concurrent
operations on control boards are minimized to facilitate proper
monitoring of plant conditions. These practices are particularly
important during periods of high information flow or operations
activities eg. unit shutdown/startup and outage periods.

In response to plant transients eg. scrams, turbine trips etc
emphasis is placed on:

stabilizing plant conditions in accordance with procedures
monitoring plant conditions (eg. review alarm summaries, control
panels) to ensure other problems nave not developed during the
transient
assessing the initiating cause of the transient and initiating
mitigating/corrective measures. This may require contacting
technical/maintenace staff for support analysis prior to resuming
normal operations.

Responsibilities and requirements for necessary review prior to
resumption of normal operation are clearly established and decision-
making authority for restart is well understood. This approach
reflects an underlying philosophy that station safety precedes
production objectives.

Emphasis was placed on ensuring that verbal instructions are clearly
communicated and understood by the receiver. For example, the
receiver may be required to repeat back the instruction to ensure
accuracy of the communication. Additionally, confirmation of verbal
order requires the receiver to focus attention on the order, whicn
avoids improper understanding caused by other distractions.

One noteworthy practice was observed at Fukushima Daini which was cited
as an important factor in minimizing the potential of operator error.
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Operators are required to point a finger at the device (eg. gauge, switch,
control instrument, valve operator) and call out the actual status and the
intended operation. This action helps to focus attention on the planned
action. This practice also serves two additional teamwork-related purposes
during control room response to transients - the exchange of information among
operators is increased and the shift supervisor is able more easily to grasp
the conditions of the plant and follow the operator's actions.

3.5 Operating Aids

A number of operating aids are used at individual stations to minimize
human error, and improve operator productivity. Summarized below are examples:

At all stations components such as valves, breakers, switches, fuses,
instruments, relay panels, motors, pumps, compressors, heat exchangers
etc were labelled for easy identification by staff. Each component label
had a unique designation, and the information on the label was identical
to information in operating/maintenance procedures, flow or
instrumentation diagrams etc. Station procedures outlined requirements
for replacing missing, damaged or incorrect labels.

In addition to component labels a number of other techniques were used at
some stations to aid in equipment identification and operation. Examples
include:

colour coding of pipes to indicate fluid content
flow arrows on piping systems
colour highlighting of important control panel devices

- labelling of individual rooms
marking of instruments to indicate normal and high/low values of
measured parameters

Several stations, which have staff who may perform operations or
maintenance on more than one unit, had implemented unit-specific
identification measures to minimize the potential for performing work on
an identical piece of equipment on the wrong unit. Examples include:

installing labels on floors and entrance doors to indicate unit number
painting different units in different colour schemes
use of a different shape of equipment identification tag on different
units (eg. oval tags for unit-1, square tags for unit-2,
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issue of access control cards to contractors which restrict access to
one unit or area

A number of stations used checksheets for field patrols, panel status
checks and surveillance tests. These sheets are updated as activities
are performed and serve to ensure that items are not omitted or performed
in an incorrect sequence. In many cases these checksheets also record
status information for review by station staff and quality assurance
purposes.

A number of stations had stored specific equipment isolation procedures
on a computer terminal. For example, at Blayais, approximately 2000
standardized isolations were stored for easy retrieval. When a
maintenance work request was made to operating staff, an isolation was
selected and confirmed to be appropriate. The computer subsequently
printed the operating order, the specific tags to be placed on the
isolation points (in the correct sequence) and updated a register of
component status for operator reference. The same system was used for
isolation removal. An additional feature of the system was that only one
tag was required on a single component, if the component is required for
multiple isolations. An operating order to remove the tag could not be
obtained until all work isolations were surrendered by the maintenance
staff.

All stations use temporary or permanent locks on equipment for which
specific authorization is needed for operation eg. components which are
guaranteed for safe maintenance work and safety-related devices whicn
must remain in a specific position for plant safety. The locks prevent
inadvertent or unauthorized operation of equipment. In each station,
specific administrative procedures and controls were in effect for
installation/removal of such locks.

A number of stations had installed plastic covers on specific control
panel devices which, if inadvertently operated, could result in a
significant unit disturbance. At Fukushima Daini, where covers were used
extensively, station staff advised that the deliberate action of lifting
a cover prompted more careful attention. This is considered a
contributing factor to a low frequency of scrams/unit disturbances.

At Blayais, a computer-supervised system was backfitted to perform
routine reactor protection system tests on operating units. The system
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saved operator time and minimized the potential for initiating plant
disturbances during testing.

Ladders, platforms, hoists, etc are provided as needed to assure safe
accessibility to equipment.

A number of stations used radio communication, pagers etc to minimize
communications via the control room, which unnecessarily distracts
operators.

At some stations a special computer (separate from the main process
computer) is used to collect and evaluate automatically measured data
during normal operation. A spectral analysis of the data done
periodically by the computer without any operator involvement, reveals
changes in the function of the control system or in the vibration pattern
of the major components. Thus indication of expected disturbances are
provided to the operators in good time.
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Chapter 4
MAINTENANCE

Effective maintenance of station equipment is fundamental to continuing
safe, reliable and economic operation. This chapter focuses on generic
maintenance approaches - specific outage-related items are discussed in more
detail in chapter 7.

The following maintenance-related approaches, which are discussed in
subsequent sections, contribute to good performance at tne stations visited:

emphasis is placed on extensive preventive maintenance programs to
optimize plant/equipment performance
corrective maintenance is performed expeditiously, outstanding üacklogs
are monitored and controlled
a disciplined and formal approach is applied to the conduct of maintenance
results of maintenance work are recorded and evaluated to identify
improvement areas
effective maintenance is supported by appropriate facilities, tooling,
spare parts and information systems.

4.1 Organization

At each station organization structures, responsibilities, interfaces and
policies are well defined and communicated. However, there are a number of
significant differences in organizational structures of maintenance
organizations and resourcing strategies. For example:

Some stations integrated on-site engineering support into maintenance
departments, other stations separated maintenance and technical support
functions into different departments

Most stations use on-site utility resources to execute routine operating
maintenance and off-site utility resources and/or contractors to
supplement plant staff during outage inspection/maintenance work and for
specialized operating repairs (eg. on-line steam leak repairs). TWO
exceptions were noted, Fukushima Daini uses contractors mainly to execute
maintenance work (supervised by plant staff) while Pickering-B uses
predominantly on-site maintenance staff for all maintenance work.
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Most stations performed routine maintenance during the day only. Only
critical-path outage work and urgent operating maintenance is performed
around the clock. Pickering-B is an exception in that the majority of
maintenance work is performed around-the-clock with on-shift maintenance
staff.

Note ; Ontario Hydro operates CANDU nuclear reactors which fuel on power,
and require outages for maintenance only. On-shift maintenance
permits flexible outage scheduling and prompt response to
unscheduled maintenance at multi-unit stations such as the Pickering
site, where 8 units are in-service.

Most stations which performed routine maintenance on days only made
provisions to call staff in as required during evenings/weekends. Several
stations stated that this requirement occured infrequently eg. about
once/month.

Several organizational features were noted at each station:

provision was made for technical input/review of maintenance procedures/
techniques to ensure that plant design intent was not affected by
maintenance activities
planning of maintenance work was well integrated with operations
activities through close co-operation/co-ordination between departments
eg. daily planning meetings involving key staff from both departments
provision was made to acquire specialized maintenance resources at short
notice (eg. welders, personnel qualified to repair steam leaks on-line)

4.2 Preventive Maintenance

Preventive maintenance is the scheduled periodic inspection, calibration,
replacement or overhaul of equipment and includes predictive maintenance
techniques which are used to establish equipment condition, which facilitates
the identification and scheduling of maintenance activities.

Preventive maintenance is the preferred type of maintenance at each
visited station. Most stations estimated that predictive/preventive
maintenance activities constituted from 60% to greater than 80% of maintenance
efforts in terms of time worked or tasks performed. These statistics include
corrective maintenance on non-operating equipment (eg. lighting replacements,
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door repairs etc) in several stations. The emphasis on preventive maintenance
has the following objectives:

to maximize equipment reliability and thus reduce the frequency of
challenges to safety systems and other station disturbances which
contribute to unplanned unavailability
to extend the service life of equipment
to decrease maintenance costs by systematic planning of actions,
restriction of work interruptions and more uniform utilization of
maintenance capacity

The frequency and extent of preventive maintenance activities is
typically based on considerations such as:

regulatory requirements
supplier/vendor recommendations
consequence of equipment failure on safety or plant reliability
plant operating experience
experience of other similar stations
cost/benefit analyses (including cost of replacement power during outages)
availability of maintenance resources
personnel radiation exposure associated with individual tasks
engineering judgement

Effective scheduling and control of the program activities are supported
by data bases which includes information such as:

lists of all plant components including technical specifications,
manufacturers, calibration data, reference drawings, etc.
prescribed maintenance frequency, actions and required manpower resources
equipment maintenance and failure history
spare parts inventory and specifications

All stations use a number of predictive maintenance techniques to monitor
the condition of installed equipment in order to facilitate scheduling of
preventive or corrective maintenance. Several stations, notably TVO and
Loviisa, made extensive use of predictive techniques to focus maintenance
activities to prevent forced outages and reduce the frequency of component
overhauls (thus reducing outage duration and overall maintenance costs).
Annex 4 summarizes a number of predictive maintenance techniques in use at the
stations visited.
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4.3 Corrective Maintenance

Corrective maintenance is the repair or restoration of equipment tnat is
malfunctioning or has failed.

Emphasis is placed on performing corrective maintenance on operating
equipment expeditiously and closely monitoring the outstanding backlogs. Most
stations indicated that corrective maintenance on operating equipment that can
be performed with the unit on-power, is normally performed within one week,
frequently on the next working day and rarely outside of three weeks. The
prompt response to corrective maintenance contributes to reduce unplanned
unavailability through minimization of the potential for outages and reduction
in repair times during actual outages. The following factors contribute to
prompt corrective maintenance:

prompt reporting of deficiencies by operations staff
good communications/co-ordination among operations/maintenance/technical
support staff
sufficient inventory of spare parts
availability of skilled technical (engineering) staff to develop and/or
approve specialized maintenance techniques/procedures
availability of maintenance resources and procedures

The corrective maintenance backlog is closely monitored by plant staff to
ensure priority items are expedited and the number of abnormal unit conditions
are minimized. An up-to-date list of work requiring unit shutdown is
maintained and preparations are made to take advantage of unscheduled outages
in order to reduce backlogs (eg. procedures prepared for isolation/maintenance
work, spare parts procured or confirmed available, radiation work plans
prepared etc). Most stations maintain a priority work list for unscheduled
outage (eg. top ten items for hot shutdowns or cold shutdowns).

An important aspect of the response to equipment malfunctions or failures
is to assess the root cause of component failure, identify other equipment
that may be susceptible to similar failures and assess whether simple repair
or replacement is satisfactory or whether other actions are required to
prevent recurrence. In some cases, the failure may require immediate
assessment and development of corrective actions which require close
co-ordination of a number of station and off-site groups. Several stations
had specific committees/review groups which meet to address such problems.
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For example, Fukushima Daini convenes a special trouble-shooting committee
which meets to develop specific counter-measures following a plant incident
eg. scram, forced outage (see Annex 5).

Typical measures to prevent recurrence may include.-

plant modifications
improved preventive maintenance
revision of operating procedures
improved staff training

Additionally, longer-term surveillance of equipment performance is
performed by station or head office technical support staff to identify trends
in component performance which may require improvement measures. These
aspects of follow-up of equipment failures are discussed in more detail in
Chapter 5.

4.4 Conduct of Maintenance

A disciplined and formal approach is applied to the conduct of
maintenance to ensure:

equipment integrity and performance is enhanced by maintenance activities

potential for maintenance activities to initiate unit disturbance is
minimized

maintenance efficiency is optimized through avoidance of unnecessary
delays, repeat work

high standards of industrial safety are achieved and personnel radiation
exposures minimized

The following practices are typically applied to the conduct of
maintenance at the stations visited:

Maintenance work is authorized by shift supervisor/control room staff or
higher authority to ensure the proposed maintenance will not jeopardize
safety or reliability
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Maintenance work is performed in accordance with station procedures and
standards. In most cases, job-specific written procedures/plans are used
to provide the required direction to maintenance staff

Maintenance staff are qualified for the planned work

Maintenance workers are prebriefed on planned work as required,
prebriefing may include specific review of industrial safety/radiation
protection preventions, use of specialist tooling, details and intent of
the procedures, required hold-points, communications with other work
groups (eg. operating staff, health physics staff), work reporting
requirements, actions to be taken in the event of unexpected conditions,
etc. The extent of prebriefing is determined by factors such as the
experience of the maintenance workers, possible consequences of incorrect
maintenance, and safety hazards associated with the work

Maintenance work is supervised to provide additional guidance/direction
as necessary, confirm/reinforce good work practices and witness/verify
specific activities as required by procedures

Records of maintenance work are completed which summarize work performed,
radiation exposures, time spent on tasks, observations on as-found
component conditions and suggested improvements for future execution of
work. These records are reviewed by appropriate support groups to
extract information for relevant data bases, performance trends,
improvement initiatives and scheduling of future similar activities.

A number of specific practices were noted which contributed to
minimization of unit disturbances during or after completion of maintenance.
Examples include:

Components or circuits critical to safety or reliability are
independently verified as being correct prior to the performance of
maintenance activities eg. disconnection of wires, installation of
temporary leads

Rehearsals are performed on mockups prior to actual field work. An
example of the types of mockups existing at the Nuclear Power Training
Centre at the Fukushima oaini site is included in Annex 6.
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Components are tested on special testing facilities prior to installation
eg. primary coolant pump, seals, motors, controllers, etc

Controls are applied to assure that foreign items/tools etc are not
inadvertently introduced into systems components, eg. covers are
installed on open piping circuits, special nets or harnesses are used to
prevent tools from falling into reactor vessels, tools inventories may £>e
kept in specialized maintenance areas to avoid inadvertent misplacement
in eg_uipment

Maintenance/operations staff may remain in direct communication via
headsets etc during specific on-line testing to ensure proper
co-ordination of activities

Automated tools are used to perform specific activities. Annex 7
provides a summary of typical automated tools found at stations visited

4.5 Spare Parts

Spare parts are readily available to facilitate prompt corrective
maintenance and timely completion of preventive maintenance programs. The
stations had access to spare parts from one or more of :

a well-stocked inventory of on-site parts eg. three two-unit stations
estimated inventories between US$ 40-65 million

utility central storage facilities or from inventories of other stations
in the utility. eg. Blayais had access to central inventories for all
thirty-four 900 MWe EdF units

inter-utility spare parts pools eg. Prairie island owns a share of a
generator rotor

vendor/suppliers who maintain spare parts inventories and/or can quickly
manufacture the necessary part eg. Fukushima Daini had ready access to
main parts from the major plant vendors

The following factors are typically considered to determine parts
inventories:
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lead time to procure parts from suppliers
predicted usage based on maintenance program needs
safety/reliability consequences of unavailability of components
cost savings derived from spare parts pools
storage life of spare parts
extent of usage of spare component changeouts in outages to reduce
time/manpower or personnel radiation exposure

Several stations had access to major spare components which had been or
could be used to facilitate major inspection/refurbishment programs with
minimum impact on plant reliability (eg. 3 stations had spare low pressure
turbine rotors, 4 stations had access to spare generator rotors, several
stations had primary coolant pump motors, impellers and pump shafts).

Storage of spare parts is subjected to effective material management
practices which include computerized inventories, quality checks of condition
upon receipt, attention to storage conditions to prevent degradation and
proper labelling of parts.

4.6 Maintenance Support Facilities and Tooling

During the station visits, maintenance support facilities and specialized
tooling were emphasized by staff as important to the effective and efficient
conduct of maintenance.

Some noteworthy features of maintenance support facilities include.-

provision for decontamination of plant components/tooling. Several
stations had chemical, electrochemical or ultrasonic decontamination
tanks to immerse components such as primary coolant pump impellers and
valve internals in order to facilitate ease and speed of refurbishment

special workshops to accomodate refurbishment of irradiated or
contaminated components

rehearsal facilites for training or tool testing incorporating mockups
such as steam generator heads and reactor pressure vessel internals

special areas to accommodate the needs of contractor staff including
offices, fabrication areas, tool storage areas, cafeteria/coffee
facilities
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tool storage areas close to work sites eg. several stations stored
turbine/generator maintenance tooling adjacent to the equipment

A number of stations had developed or required automated tooling to
reduce radiation exposures to workers, reduce time and labour costs and
perform high quality maintenance work. Annex 7 provides some examples of
specific tooling. In most cases specialized tooling was developed in close
co-operation with supplier/vendors or contracted from them for station use.

Typical practices associated with maintenance tooling include:

Tooling is properly labelled and stored to facilitate easy retrieval

Preventive maintenance programs include inspection/refurbishment of
specialised maintenance tooling

Tooling is decontaminated/repaired following usage to ensure it is ready
for future use
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Chapter 5
OPERATING EXPERIENCE EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK

A primary characteristic of the stations visited is a continuing
improvement trend in plant performance as exhibited by factors such as
increasing Energy Availability Factors and reductions in scram rates. Figure 6
illustrates the improved Energy Availability Factors of the second units of
the four older stations visited, which clearly demonstrates the potential

STATION PERIOD TIME PERIOD CUMULATIVE EAF (%)

Prairie Island-1
-2

1974-1986
1975-1987

13 commercial
years

78.8
82.4

Barsebeck-1
-2

1976-1985
1978-1987

10 commercial
years

76.6
84,0

Loviisa-1
-2

1978-1983
1982-1987

6 commercial
years

74.9
88.1

TVO-1 1980-1984
-2 1983-1987

Source: IAEA PRIS

5 commercial
years

83.6

90,7

FIG.6. Comparison of energy availability factors for first unit/second unit for the same operating period
(full commercial years only).

benefits of thorough operating experience evaluation and feedback. it must be
recognized that although this process may be easily conducted at one station
site with two or more standardized units, careful review of experience and
practices of sister units or other world stations can produce similar benefits.

Station performance improvement trends result from a systematic approach
to in-plant and external operating experience evaluation and feedback which
may be summarized as follows:

identification and recording of hardware/procedural/human-related
deficiencies, failures or potential problems
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assessment of the root cause(s) and generic implications

identification of short-term and long-term corrective actions which will
prevent ocurrence or recurrence of problems/failures

prioritization and implementation of corrective actions.

Information required for operating experience evaluation purposes may be
obtained from the following sources:

reports of station deficiencies prepared by operations, maintenance or
other station staff

incident or event reports

results of surveillance tests

results of audits/plant evaluations. In most cases the audit/evaluation
personnel have a specific mandate to make recommendations on possible
improvement initiatives to enhance overall station performance. For
example, Ontario Hydro and Electricité de France are setting up internal
peer evaluation teams comprised of experienced personnel from other
stations who visit and monitor in-plant activities for a period of about
2 weeks in an effort to identify areas of possible improvement in station
practices. These evaluations are somewhat similar to the INPO Evaluation
System which is used to identify plant improvement areas in nuclear power
stations in the United States.

review of overall performance trends/indicators by technical support
staff, central utility groups, senior management and multi-displinary
review committees.

review of operating experiences of other stations. Each station/utility
has well-established methods to obtain operating external experience
feedback.
Typical examples include:

access to INPO Significant Operating Event Report and Nuclear
Network Systems (6 of 8 stations had access either directly or
through utility headquarter or national organizations)
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access to OECD/NEA and IAEA Incident Reporting Systems
national information networks such as the Nuclear Training and
Safety Centre (KSU) former the Nuclear Safety Board of the Swedish
Utilities (RKS)
vendor/supplier information bulletins and meetings, or participation
in activities of an owners group
inter-utility groups such as UNIPEDE, INTER-RAM, VGB, INPO which
arrange meetings/workshops to exchange specific experience

Once specific failures, problems or potential problems are identified,
further evaluation is performed to identify root causes which are essentially
the most basic reasons for the problem/failure, and which if corrected, will
prevent ocurrence or recurrence. For example, replacement of a failed
component may address the direct cause of an incident in the short term,
however the root cause may require changes to operating procedures, preventive
maintenance programs, training programs, or require a component modification.

The root cause evaluation process and identification of improvements is
typically performed by technical support staff with system or component
responsibility, by station multi-disciplinary committees, by central support
groups or by contracted organizations including vendor/suppliers. Annex 9
provides an overview of the use of system engineers at Prairie Island in such
technical support activities. An example of the multi-disciplinary processes
applied at the Fukushima Daini to address failures or potential component
problems is included in Annex 5.

All stations/utilities input performance data on component/system
reliability, and plant events to specific data banks for trend analysis
purposes. These data banks may be maintained on-site, in central utility
organizations, or in vendor groups or national organizations. Annex 8
provides an overview of the Electricité de France data bank for power plant
events. Several stations/utilities have developed data bases to record and
analyse human-related errors in an effort to identify trends and potential
improvement initiatives. For example, Electricité de France has a Human
Factors Analysis group which analyses plant event reports to identify human-
related trends and initiate improvement programs on a utility-wide basis.
This group has initiated programs to improve the labelling of plant areas and
in-plant communication practices as a result of analyses to date.

Once improvement initiatives are selected, corrective action are
prioritized, implementation progress is monitored to completion, the
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effectiveness is evaluated to assure the root problem has been adequately
addressed. This process is aided by data bases which track the progress of
actions and by appropriate periodic reviews by responsible staff in the
stations/utilities.
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Chapter 6

PLANT CHEMISTRY CONTROL

Establishment and maintenance of optimized chemistry conditions in
station systems was identified as a major contributing factor to good
long-term performance through preservation of component life and minimization
of in-plant radiation fields. Specific chemistry control parameters and
techniques vary from station to station, reflecting different system materials
and station operating characteristics. However, a number of common factors
were identified which supported effective chemical control.

Typical factors include:

skill, knowledge and experience of chemical support staff
effective quality control of chemical sampling and laboratory analysis
methods
access to well equipped laboratories
teamwork with corporate support, research and development, and
vendor/supplier groups

Three additional factors related to chemistry specifications, monitoring
of chemical conditions and chemical program improvements are summarized in
more detail in the following sections.

6.1 Chemistry Specifications

Chemistry specifications, which include methods of control and actions to
be taken if target values are not met, are well-defined and included in
appropriate station operating procedures and staff training programs. The
specifications typically define an optimum or best achievable value for
chemical parameters and include expected minimum values for impurities/
radionuclides in the systems. The specifications also specify corrective
actions to be taken, if required values are not met in major plant systems.
Two levels of corrective action are typically included:

routine actions to restore target values such as chemical addition,
changes of purification resins/filters or flow rates, blowdown of steam
generators, or notification of technical support groups to evaluate and
initiate additional corrective actions;
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operating actions with clearly defined time/parameter limits to be taken
when chemical parameters approach a level which may significantly
threaten long-term component integrity or plant safety. These actions
may include unit deratings (eg. to isolate and repair condensor leaks to
arrest impurity ingress) or unit shutdowns (eg. if unexpected high
conductivity or radionuclide levels are detected in primary circuits or
in a steam generator secondary side).

6.2 Monitoring of Chemistry Conditions

Monitoring of chemistry conditions permits prompt detection and
correction of possible/actual out-of-specification parameters.

Most stations use on-line monitors on important plant systems to measure,
record and initiate alarms, if key parameters change from the required value.
Typical parameters monitored by on-line instrumentation at the stations
visited include:

pH, conductivity and dissolved oxygen in condensate/feedwater systems and
reactor primary cooling circuits
sodium ion concentrations in condensate systems
conductivity of stator water cooling systems
pH and conductivity at the inlet and outlet of primary coolant
purification systems/condensate polishing units

Additionally, several stations have installed on-line monitors to measure
primary circuit radionuclides to assist in failed-fuel detection and activity
transport studies.

The accuracy of on-line monitors is confirmed through manual sampling
routines and instrument calibration programs, to ensure operation staff have
the required confidence in instruments to take prompt corrective action.
Provision is also made to call in chemical support staff if unexpected
chemical conditions develop (six of eight stations have chemical support
staff, on days only).

Manual sampling routines are established for the balance-of-plant fluid
systems to monitor chemical parameters and detect leaks between systems.
Chemistry support staff evaluate results/trends, initiate corrective actions
or provide required inputs to operations, maintenance, technical or management
staff in order to implement necessary improvements.
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Monitoring of chemical parameters is increased as required when
operations are performed which may affect water chemistry control. Typical
examples include:

after chemical agents are added to systems
following backwash/precoat of demineralizer filtration units
following installation of new resins in purification circuits on reactor
water cleanup systems and fuel storage pools
reactor water cleanup systems flow significantly changes
during unit startup, shutdown or unit manoeuvres

6.3 Chemistry Program Improvements

Chemistry control programs are continuously improved based on evaluation
of station and world experience and on research and development initiatives.

Most stations had implemented changes in chemistry specifications and
operating procedures based on:

results of research and development programs

analysis of phenomena which occur during various station operating
conditions

corrosion-related experience from the station and other stations with
similar materials and operating conditions

results of selective components inspections to ascertain the
effectiveness of chemistry control

actual experience of the station in maintaining system chemistry within
specification

Summarized below are examples of typical improvements:

i) Barsebeck and Loviisa initiated oxygen addition to condensate system to
minimize corrosion of piping and reduce crud transport to the reactor
core/steam generator respectively.

ii) Barsebeck is conducting in-plant tests with hydrogen addition to the
feedwater to minimize Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking of
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reactor components. This initiative was based on findings of research
programs initiated by the plant vendor.

111) Several stations have lowered target values for the conductivity levels
of steam generator shell side and BWR primary circuit following station
experience which demonstrated lower values can be achieved for
prolonged periods.

iv) Prairie Island and Lovusa adopted coordinated alkaline-boric acid
concentrations in the primary circuit to stabilize pH during the
operating cycle which reduces the buildup of radiation fields due to
activity-transport-related mechanisms (higher pH levels due to alkaline
addition serves to minimize crud accumulation on fuel surfaces, thus
reducing production of in-core-activated corrosion products). Both
plants also operate maximum clean-up flow during shutdown manoeuvres to
remove the increased levels of activated corrosion products in the
coolant. Prairie Island also adds hydrogen peroxide at 160 C during
plant cooldown to stimulate crud bursts in order further to reduce
radiation fields.

v) Gundremmingen staff have conducted systematic studies of activated
corrosion product release from fuel surfaces during unit shutdown
operations. Operation procedures for shutdown manoueuvres were revised
to complete power reduction prior to depressurization in order to
minimize the boiling rate and associated core turbulence. The
Cobalt-60 release from fuel surfaces was reduced by a factor of greater
than 3, thus reducing resultant radiation fields in residual heat
removal systems.

vi) TEPCO staff conducted systematic studies of corrosion product transfer
and in-core activation mechanisms at the Fukushima Daiichi and Daini
and Kashiwazaki-1. Cobalt-60 concentration in the reactor coolant as a
function of iron concentration in the feedwater was closely studied.
An optimum level of iron concentration in the feedwater was determined
which minimizes Cobalt-60 concentration in the reactor water (and thus
reduces deposition on primary circuit components and resultant
radiation fields). Fukushima Daini subsequently adopted a practice to
add low cobalt iron to condensate water for several months following a
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refuelling outage, which has resulted in a reduced build-up of
radiation fields on primary circuit components.*

vii) Pickering-B experienced a number of failures of Incoloy-800 tubes in
plant heat exchangers. Following extensive research analysis, which
identified that the mechanism was related to underdeposit biological
attack on the shell side (cooling water from Lake Ontario), and that
the replacement tube material, Incoloy-825 was similarly susceptible,
chemical additions to the heat exchanger cooling water are planned to
minimize further corrosion.

*Reference.- -"Measures for Suppressing Radiactivity Accumulation"
by K. Otoha étal., JAIF International Conference on Water Chemistry,
April 19-22, 1988, Tokyo, Japan.
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Chapter 7
OUTAGE MANAGEMENT

Planned outages for refuelling, inspection and maintenance contribute to
a major portion of energy unavailability in the selected stations.* Fig. 7
provides a summary of Energy Availability Factors (EAF), Planned
Unavailability Factors (PUF) and Unplanned Unavailability Factors (UUF) for
the period of 1985-1987 for the selected stations. Thus careful outage
management was cited as a major reason for good overall performance and high
energy availability factors in the selected stations.

UNIT

BARSEBECK-1
BARSEBECK-2
BLAYAIS-1BLAYAIS-2
BLAYAIS-3BLAYAIS-4
FUKUSHIMA-DAINI-1
FUKUSHIMA-DAINI-2
FUKUSHIMA-DAINI-3FUKUSHIMA-DAINI-4
GUNDREMMINGEN-B
GUNDREMMINGEN-C
LOVIISA-1LOVIISA-2
PICKERING-5PICKERING-6PICKERING-7PICKERING-8
PRAIRIE ISLAND-1
PRAIRIE ISLAND-2
TVO-1TVO-2

COMMERCIALOPERATION

1975-071977-07
1981-121983-02
1983-111983-10
1982-041984-021985-061987-08
1984-071985-01
1977-051981-01
1983-051984-02
1985-011986-02
1973-121974-12
1979-101982-07

EAF1985 TO 1987

89.391 .5
82.085.789.481 .5
82.574.5Cl
84.383.3
92.789.0
82.778.587.6
(*)

83.990.7
90.392.3

PUF1985 TO 1987

10.07.3
13.61 1 . 18.910.5
16.824.8(*)
(*)

13.512. 1
6.39.4
9.59.86. 1
(*)

14.79. 1
7.96.6

UUF1985 TO 1987

0.7
1 .2
3.42.91 .4
7.2
0.7
0.7
(*)
(*)
2. 14. 7
1 .01 .6
5.78.83.4
(*)
1 .4
0.2
1 .91 . 1

NOTE - FACTORS CALCULATED FROM THE MONTH FOLLOWING COMMERCIAL OPERATION
- (*) COMMERCIAL OPERATION LESS THAN THREE YEARS.

SOURCE : IAEA PRIS

FIG.7. Energy availability, planned unavailability, unplanned unavailability factors (1985-1987).

(*) Note: The same does not hold true for the rest of the world stations
where average values of PUF and UUF for the period 1985-87 are
16.6% and 12.% respectively, thus indicating that planned and
unplanned outages contribute about the same portiion of energy
unavailability of world nuclear power stations.
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The following factors were identified as important contributors to
effective outage management:

long-term outage strategies are optimized to meet utility needs

outage planning/preparation activities are detailed and comprehensive

careful attention is paid to selection, briefing and supervision of
contractors

work execution is monitored and controlled to meet outage objectives

post-outage reviews are conducted to identify improvements for future
outages

The following sections outline practices associated with these factors.

7.1 Longer Term Outage Strategy

Each station/utility has developed a reference strategy for longer term
outage planning purposes. These strategies tend to vary somewhat among
various stations in terms of length of operating cycle, planned outage
duration and content of outage work. The reference strategies are influenced
by factors such as:

seasonal fluctuations of electrical grid demands and associated
replacement energy costs

the need to minimize concurrent outages on the electrical grid

availability of qualified on-site and off-site manpower resources and
specialized tooling to perform outage-related work

increased fuel costs of longer operating cycles in LWR power stations

requirements for inspection, preventive/corrective maintenance and
modifications (inspection and maintenance programmes for major components
had time horizons up to 10 years at most stations visited)

These factors are evaluated to determine an optimized outage strategy to
meet utility requirements for longer-term safe and reliable operation in the
most cost-effective manner.
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BARSEBECK
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30-

20-

10-

LOVIISA

I

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0

FIG.8. Planned refuelling and maintenance time trend by duty cycle.
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TVO

FIG.8. (cont.)

The outage strategies at the stations visited are briefly summarized
below:

i) Barsebeck, Loviisa and TVO take annual planned outages during periods
of reduced electrical load demands (eg. late spring, summer, early
fall). These stations have made concerted efforts to shorten outage
durations and have concurrently reduced disturbances and outages during
planned operating periods. Figure 8 illustrates outage durations for
these stations in days as a function of duty cycle.

It should be noted that each station has completed at least one
refuelling or refuelling and maintenance outage in three weeks or less. The
reduction in outage duration is attributed to a number of factors such as:

. station staff are committed to reduce outage duration through on-going
identification and implementation of improvements in each person's area
of responsibility,

. detailed and extensive outage planning/preparations.

. simultaneous maintenance and refuelling activities,
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. efficient interactions with safety authorities, suppliers and
contractors (these stations typically employ 600-900 contractor staff
during a refuelling and maintenance outage),

. optimized inspection and maintenance frequencies,

. improved inspection and maintenance practices and techniques (eg.
Endoscopie Inspection of Turbines - Annex 4),

. extensive R&D work, often in co-operation with the main supplier, to
identify and solve problems before lengthy repairs are required,

TVO has developed a 12 day refuelling outage schedule (see Figure 9)
which they believe is possible to achieve. In 1986 a 13 day refueling outage
was achieved on TVO-2.

Normal run rSyncroniation and approach to power

— I / • — RollunofttteturtmeI/ Removal of the PS-cover
~ W f mm

-
, / Prepare lor removal of the reactor , ~ Wam <"> °f «* mam ..
V pressure vessel cover i- Testing of the relief valves
I , Removal of the reactor vessel r*-srramtKK
V ceverandsteamdryer «̂a™<"or

\f~ Work at the flange of the reactor vessel - __ Crrticality tests
FiHng of the reactor pool and removal ol the J

moderator tank cover ,r~~ Start "P "spection of the reaaor plant
fcstmg of the safety systems
AssemWyolthereactorpreKurevesselcove,

l_
|
I

Sevang ol control rod drives

Inspection of the fuel ana control rods j/ jj ——— 1-owerin9 of waler level of the reactor pool
and assembly of the moderator tank cover

Work on turbine and generator

_____________,___________,______I . ,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 1 1 1 2

Day

FIG.9. Reference refuelling schedule for TVO (12 days).

Barsebeck operated unit 2 on an extended operating cycle (15 to 21
months between refuellings) from 1980 to 1986 but has recently reverted
to annual refuelling outages for economic reasons. Barsebeck has
adopted a reference strategy of a refuelling outage on each unit every
second year (~ 2-week outage) and a refuelling and maintenance outage
each alternate year (~ 4-week outage) to improve overall Energy
Availability Factors. The first refuelling outage was completed in 15
days in 1987.

Although short outages can be obtained in successive years, each
station requires a longer outage for major plant inspections at
intermittent frequencies eg. Loviisa NPP plans a ~-40-day outage every
4 years and a 50-day outage each 8 years versus a regular refuelling
and maintenance outage of approximately 21 days.
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ii) Blayais and Gundremmingen perform extensive load-following operations.
As such, the utilities have standardized outages ranging from 4 to 6
weeks on an annual basis as the most cost-effective approach. Figure
10 outlines a typical reference strategy for outage planning at EdF,
Figure 11 illustrates essential activities in these outages. Figure 12
illustrates the nominal critical path for a Gundremmingen annual outage.

One exception was noted to the annual outage schedule. Blayais Unit 3
had recently been refuelled to operate for 12 months at full power»

TEN YEARLY OUTAGE

MINOR OUTAGE

MAJOR OUTAGE

MINOR OUTAGE

FIVE YEARLY OUTAGE

MINOR OUTAGE

MAJOR OUTAGE

MINOR OUTAGE

MAJOR OUTAGE

TEN YEARLY OUTAGE

MINOR OUTAGE

MAJOR OUTAGE

MINOR OUTAGE

1st REFUELING

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

1 1 t h

1 2th

1 3 t h
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however expected load-following operations will permit operation for
approximately 2 years. This reflects the fact that electricity supply
from nuclear units in EdF is greater than 70% of total electrical
supply.

Typical off-site staff levels range from 200 to 300 workers during
outages. Only critical path work is associated with refuelling
activities and related inspections are performed around the clock and
on weekends. In each station, emphasis is placed on ensuring that
outages are performed within the time alloted, as outage extensions may
impact on grid reliability and consume specialized resources and
tooling required at other stations.

iii) Prairie Island operates its units on a 14-month operating cycle with
standardized outages of approximately 5-weeks duration. This cycle has
been selected to optimize overall utility economics and permits
effective interchange of maintenance/contractors resources among
stations in the Northern States Power utility (including Monticello and
several fossil-fired stations).

iv) Pickering B refuels on-power and, as such, planned outages are only
required for inspection and maintenance work. The Pickering station,
which includes four earlier vintage Pickering A units, is staffed with
maintenance resources to perform the balance of routine and outage
work. Planned outages are typically scheduled during spring, summer
and fall periods, when replacement outage costs are lower. On-power
refuelling and on-site maintenance resources permit outages to be
rescheduled on short notice to accomodate the needs of the electrical
grid or to perform priority corrective maintenance on a unit which is
not scheduled for a planned outage. The reference planned outage
strategy is a 2 to 4 week outage approximately each 18 months.

v) Fukushima Daini is currently operating on a 13 month operating cycle
(13-months operation, ̂ »'3-month refuelling and maintenance outage).
This cycle results from government regulations which require periodic
inspections of reactor and incidental facilities after a maximum period
of 13 months, and a steam turbine inspection after a maximum period of
25 months. Steam turbine inspections are currently performed during
each outage to facilitate the 13-month operating cycles. Outage work
includes extensive functional inspection/testing to minimize unit
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disturbances or forced outages during operational periods (there were 2
reactor scrams and two forced outages during the first 14 reactor years
of commercial service at the station). Annex 10 summarizes typical
inspection items during the periodic inspection period of the units.
The Fukushima Daini is unique among the visited stations in that a
major portion of functional testing is performed during outage periods
This contributes to reduced on-line disturbancies.

The current inspection requirements are currently being reviewed with
regulatory authorities. Fukushima Daini staff would like to adopt a
longer-term strategy to increase operational periods to approximately
15 months and reduce outage durations to approximately 2 months. These
initiatives are intended to improve Energy Availability Factors.

Outages are scheduled at the Fukushima site (which includes the 6
Fukushima Daiichi units) to avoid simultaneous outages of two units
with a common control room and to ensure even distribution of
maintenance work throughout the year. All maintenance work is executed
by contractor staff under the supervision of TEPCO staff.

7.2 Outage Planning

Extensive efforts are directed towards detailed and comprehensive
preplanning to:

. minimize outage duration

. avoid outage extensions

. ensure that the content of outage work contributes
to future safe and reliable operation

. minimize personnel radiation exposures

Summarized below are practices which were common to most stations visited.

i) Responsibilities for the development of outage schedules and the
co-ordination, planning and preparation efforts are clearly defined.

Four stations have staff dedicated to outage planning and co-ordination
on a continuing basis. Two other stations assign a Shift Supervisor for
a period of one year to supervise a group who perform these functions.
Blayais assigns outage planning responsibilities to a Technical
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Department which is also responsible for all aspects of major plant
modifications. Fukushima Daini assigns all outage planning and
co-ordination activities to the Plant Maintenance Section.

Responsibilities for outage planning and co-ordination include
development of master schedules for outage work, meeting with various
plant departments to ensure preparations are proceeding as planned and
ensuring identified problems are addressed and resolved.

ii) Outage planning commences well in advance of a scheduled outage so that
necessary plans and preparations are completed prior to plant shutdown.

At most stations visited, planning for the next scheduled unit outage
follows completion of a planned outage on that unit eg. normally about
one year in advance. This lead time permits formulation of an optimized
outage schedule, preparation of detailed work plans, acquisition of
necessary manpower, tooling and spare parts as required, and completion
of necessary pre-outage preparations.

iii) A comprehensive list of proposed work is prepared.

The work includes refuelling activities, scheduled inspections and
preventive maintenance work, outstanding corrective maintenance work,
modifications, and outage support activities eg. scaffolding, health
physics, etc. Realistic time and manpower estimates are provided for
each activity. Of particular importance is the fact that the staff -who
provide the specific estimates are those involved in the detailed
planning of the work and frequently those who supervise or participate in
the execution of the work. These staff have a strong sense of
accountability to achieve the estimates. in several stations visited,
the information required for these lists is contained in computerized
maintenance management information systems. The list of work is reviewed
to ensure that it is appropriate for the proposed scope and duration of
the planned outage and that the work cannot be completed while the
station is operating. In several stations, "open and inspect"
preventive work of a major scope is deferred from shorter outages to
longer outages based on a "case by case" review.
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iv) A preliminary schedule of proposed work is prepared early in the
planning process and subjected to extensive review.

The preliminary schedule is extensively reviewed to identify ways to
shorten critical path activities, optimize parallel work activities,
appropriately group work on selected equipment to minimize isolation/
de-isolation and manpower requirements, and ensure that the required
configurations for safe shutdown are maintained. Non-critical path work
is adjusted to levelize the maintenance efforts in order to avoid
overburdening the administrative control systems during the outage
period. Tests or inspections which could lead to further extensive
maintenance are normally scheduled at the start of the outage. Critical
path work is scheduled on a 24 hour basis to shorten outage duration
while non-critical path work may be scheduled during day periods only,
thus reducing manpower costs and assuring maximum productivity through
committment of dedicated crews to individual tasks. Several stations
have developed "standardized" schedules based on previous experience.
For example, Blayais uses a computerized scheduling program which was
developed for all EdF nuclear stations. This system, designated CENNALP,
incorporates the following features:

. standardized schedules for major/minor outages with reference critical
path logic, and time and manpower estimates for specific work based on
the experience of all EdF stations

. all work activities can be defined and sub-tasks networked

. unique resources can be singled out to facilitate utility-wide planning
of work of specialized groups who work at multiple sites

. resource levelling can be performed to optimize outage work control

. references to supervisors' names and specific procedures can be
included on the master schedule

The final reference schedule is normally completed about 3 to 6 months
prior to the outage. Subsequent additions to outage work will normally
include only additional corrective maintenance work identified prior to
the outage.
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v) Following the definition of the master schedule, detailed plans are
completed.

The detailed plans are prepared to direct and control work execution.
These may include:

Detailed procedures for individual outage tasks

A unit shutdown work plan which encompasses all work during the
first several days of the outage, (eg. testing, equipment isolation/
de-energization, area or component decontamination, scaffold
erection, insulation removal, work-site tool delivery). These plans
are meticulously prepared eg. at Barscheck this plan is laid out on
an hourly basis. Timely completion of these activities is crucial
to avoid major disruptions of work, which can consume management and
supervisory resources and result in a major replanning effort
without the benefit of the extensive reviews carried out prior to
the outage.

A unit start-up plan which details tests, operating activities and
clean-up activities. A plan of this type permits unexpected work
resulting from outage activities (e.g. tests) to be easily
identified and completed, and allows operations personnel to preplan
their work and to review appropriate procedures in advance of unit
start-up.

Detailed logic networks for equipment isolations and all work
activities on major systems (eg. feedwater, condensate, in-reactor
work, turbine-generator maintenance) or groups of systems/components
(eg. maintenance of main electrical power buses may incorporate
parallel work activities on associated mechanical components).

An operating plan for operating personnel which identifies isolation
and de-isolation schedules and permits easy monitoring of the status
of isolations.

vi) Attention is paid to planning the use of support facilities, services
and equipment to avoid unnecessary interruption of work.

Examples include:

. machine shop requirements

. use of cranes, hoists, refuelling platforms/gantries
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. inspection resources and equipment

. test equipment

. radiation protection equipment

7.3 Outage Preparations

In addition to detailed planning of outage techniques, specific
preparations are required to ensure outage objectives can be met as planned.
The preparation work is normally planned, scheduled and monitored for
completion prior to the outage. Summarized below are examples of practices
that have contributed to sucessful outages.

Servicing and functional tests are performed on refuelling equipment,
cranes and other similar equipment.

Personnel are assigned to tasks and necessary prebriefing and rehearsals
performed. More experienced personnel are normally assigned to complex or
high-radiation-level tasks.

Shift operating crews are briefed on detailed outage plans.

Work permits and associated isolation/de-isolation operating orders are
prepared, in accordance with outage plans. Several utilities have
computerized to facilitate ease of preparation of work isolation packages
(see sect. 3.5).

Spare parts and components are checked and prepared for use.

Scaffolding, tooling etc. are assembled at the job site, or readied for
installation prior to -ehe commencement of maintenance work.

Pre-arrangements for regulatory inspections are made to avoid delays.

Management staff reinforce performance expectations prior to the start of
an outage (see example - Annex 3).

Note : Specific preparations associated with contractors are included j_n
Section 7.5.
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7.4 Outage Execution

Throughout the outage, close attention must be paid to work progress and
control to ensure outage objectives are achieved. Specific practices applied
may include:

Frequent planning/review meetings (eg. each day) are held involving
members of the outage management staff. Work progress, problems and new
work items are reviewed and plans are updated/altered accordingly.
Action responsibilities are clearly defined and followed up to resolve
problems encountered throughout the outage. Problems encountered with
outage administration/planning are documented for subsequent post-outage
follow-up.

Work authorization is overseen by a central authority in the control
centre to ensure operational safety and the proper progress of the work.
Operation plans which reflect the current and required status of
equipment provide a basis for appropriate approvals with minimal delays.

Maintenance work, findings and results are recorded and appropriate data
is included in equipment history files for future planning purposes.

Shift operation personnel carefully monitor shutdown support systems with
the aid of checksheets (e.g. heat sink status) and follow up alarms/
annunciations to determine whether the cause is maintenance-related or
results from actual equipment problems.

Additionally, several practices were identified which assisted in
expediting outage work. Examples include:

Additional health physics technicians are added to support outage work
activities.

Several stations assign an additional operations shift to day work to
execute isolate equipment/restore equipment to service, assist with
functional or surveillance testing, and perform valve line-up checks
prior to unit start-up. Extra daytime personnel may also be assigned to
routine tasks in radwaste facilities, water treatment plants etc. thus
permitting the day crew to focus on unit outage activities.
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An individual at the level of a shift supervisor may be assigned to
oversee and control a particularly complex task. For example, TVO
routinely assigns a shift supervisor to co-ordinate and oversee all leak
rate testing of valves and penetrations.

Planning/technical staff may be assigned to evening work to prepare
new/revised plans in response to problems identified during the day or
assist with co-ordination of around-the-clock activities.

7.5 Outage Related Supplier/Contractor Relationships

Most nuclear power stations acquire services from major suppliers and/or
other contractor organizations - particularly for activities related to outage
inspection, modification and maintenance.

General supplier relationships are addressed in Section 2.5; specific
practices associated with outage planning and execution of outage work are
summarized below.

i) Significant attention is paid to selection of contractors.

Most stations/utilities prefer to reuse contractors who had
performed high quality work in the past. This frequently involves
services from the original major vendor/supplier organizations for
work on the associated equipment eg. turbine generator overhauls,
reactor vessel inspection. In many cases, longer term contracts are
in place for these services and vendor/supplier organizations had
developed improved tooling and techniques in co-operation with
utilities. Annex 7 includes a number of examples of such tooling.
Station/utility staff carefully review contract estimates for these
services to ensure value for money. Two stations which reuse
contractors yearly, selected workers on an individual basis from
contract firms based on feedback from station foremen during
previous work.

Selection of new contractors usually involves consultation with
previous customers regarding quality of work. Competitive bidding
is typically encouraged; however, quality of work remains the
priority item.
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ii) Careful attention is paid to pre-briefing/qualification of contractors
for work.

contractors frequently participate in detailed work planning

foremen and staff are appropriately briefed on entry requirements,
work practices, support services, work plans, performance
expectations etc. This prebriefing may include written
documentation and verbal briefings. For example, Barsebeck provides
an outage handbook to all contractor foreman in advance of each
outage - the contents of which are summarized in Annex 11. The
foremen also attend training sessions at the site to review contents
of the handbook.

Contractor staff may be required to rehearse and/or demonstrate
capabilities on mock-ups prior to performance of work. For example
TEPCO provides extensive mock-up training to contract staff at the
Nuclear Station Training Centre at the Fukushima site (Annex 6
provides a summary of typical facilities). Central groups in
Electricité de France normally train/qualify contractors prior to
performance of in-plant work.

iii) Contractors are appropriately supervised and provided with effective
on-site support.

most utilities supervise contract crews with normal plant staff who
monitor quality and efficiency of work and assure on-site support
services are appropriately provided

support facilities and services are provided to accomodate the
contract staff, e.g. change rooms, foreman desks, tool storage
areas, access to spare parts, work authorization stations, health
physics support, radiation protection equipment, cafeteria/coffee
services.

iv) Contractors are requested to suggest areas of improvement for future
outages. For example, several stations used questionnaires and/or
interviewed contractor foreman following outages to identify
problems/potential solutions.

Underlying many of the contractor practices is recognition that a well-
developed approach that recognizes the needs of contractor organizations and
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their staff not only improves the effectiveness and efficiency of work but
also improves the motivation of contractor staff to perform high quality work.

7.6 Outage Review

Post-outage reviews and discussions are conducted to extract areas for
improvements in future outages. Information regarding the performance of
outage tasks versus objectives, specific problems and accomplishments, and
proposed improvements is collected and summarized. Improvement initiatives
are subsequently selected, prioritized, implemented and followed up (this
process may extend over several outages for individual items).

Typical initiatives may include:

organizational/interface improvements
development of improved tooling to speed work or reduce personnel
radiation exposure
improvements to specific procedures and work techniques
plant modifications eg. permanent access platforms, additional
shielding, installation of inspection ports on components,
installation of a 'second gantry1 over the reactor vessel to
facilitate parallel work
alteration of preventive maintenance frequencies based on review of
as found conditions
more accurate manpower and time estimates
better scheduling of parallel activities.
acquisition of mock-ups and rehearsal facilities
acquisition of predictive maintenance tooling (Annex 4)

A rigorous and systematic outage review process, which solicits possible
improvement initiatives from all staff, has a ma^or underlying benefit. Each
person is provided with another opportunity to contribute to the achievement
of plant goals which enhances individual accountability and ownership. This
process is one of the methods which reinforces a continous improvement ethic
in station staff.
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Chapter 8
STAFFING AND TRAINING

Each station/utility visited stated that the high quality of staff was a
major factor in the achievement of good performance. The following factors
were cited as key contributors to the quality of station/utility staff:

experience of initial station staff
training provided to staff
recruitment and selection practices
re-training programs (continuing training)
stability of staff (low attrition from the organization)

These factors are briefly summarized in the following sections.

8.1 Experience of Initial Station Staff

A key factor in early station performance is the nuclear-related
experience of the initial staff.

Several stations visited were able to acquire experienced staff from
earlier nuclear stations in the utility.

About 160 of Gundremmingen B/C staff were involved with the operation of
Grundremmingen A (commercial operation 1966-1980)
Pickering B staff were assigned from Pickering A - many of whom had
previous experience at Douglas Point and NPD Generating Stations.
Blayais staff were drawn from several other EdF 900 MWe units
Fukushima Daini staff had previous experience at the Fukushima Daiichi
units
Some Prairie Island staff were recruited from the Pathfinder Atomic Power
Plant and were trained at Shippingport Nuclear Power Plant.

The staff were assigned to the new units with sufficient lead time to
participate in pre-start up activities such as commissioning and procedure
preparation.

The other 3 stations recruited experienced staff (non-nuclear) from
within the utility or from vendors or other process industries, with
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suffxcient lead time to participate in unit startup activities. At each
station, several key staff were sent to other stations to acquire nuclear
experience, information on work methods/techniques/practices, and typical
problems experienced during early operation. For example:

some Barsebeck staff spent up to one year at Oskarshamn and about a month
at Millstone to acquire pre-start up and operations experience;

some key TVO staff were assigned to Barsebeck for 3 to 6 months;

some Lovusa staff spent several months at Novo-Voronezh in the USSR.

Involvement in pre-start up activities at the specific station to be
operated was stressed as important - and was practiced even in "turn-key"
projects. Staff are able to gain familiarity with equipment prior to the
onset of a radiation environment, which provides subsequent benefits during
operating periods. For example, at Prairie Island the staff were able to
develop/improve procedures and test equipment associated with refuelling/
in-core maintenance activities (eg. obtain accurate gantry position settings
for specific in-core work), which contributed to a reduction in subsequent
outage times.

In several cases, the utilities also participate in architect-engineering
activities and design reviews which results in an increased ability of the
utility to provide long-term technical support to effect station improvements.
This practice, which is common in the larger utilities, was also evident at
Lovusa where Imatran Voima Oy (IVO), the station owner, had a significant
involvement as architect-engineer.

8.2 Training of Station Staff

The quality of training provided to station staff is recognized as one of
the most important factors in the achievement of good performance.
Comprehensive training programmes have been developed for the staff at each
station to provide the necessary knowledge and skills to correctly perform
assigned job functions. These programmes are supported by well-equipped
training facilities and qualified instructors. As an example at Prairie
Island there are 10 specific training programmes accredited by INPO.

There were significant differences in initial training programmes - newer
stations had developed extensive programmes for initial training - older
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stations were able to tailor training programmes to individual needs due to a
small intake of trainees. The scope and duration of programmes varies based
on the qualifications of individuals who are recruited to the utility. This
section only briefly summarizes some important aspects of training programmes.*

8.2.1 General training practices

The following factors were considered important practices at most
stations visited:

training requirements and associated programmes were established for
shift operations, maintenance, radiation protection, chemistry and
technical support staff

training programmes provide the necessary knowledge and skills to perform
the assigned job functions

training programmes include appropriate on-the-job training. Trainees
are appropriately briefed and supervised and receive performance feedback
as part of this training

training programmes include emphasis on the reasons for adherence to the
policies and procedures and an understanding of the responsibilities of
key staff positions

lesson plans, training aids (audio visual, mockups, simulators, etc) and
instructor training programmes are used to support the effective conduct
of training

key technical and maintenance staff and senior management staff are
provided with comprehensive knowledge of science fundamentals, system and
equipment principles, station systems and an understanding of the
inherent rationale in abnormal and emergency procedures

management and supervisory skill training is provided as required

training information is validated for technical accuracy and updated to
reflect station changes and lessons from experience

* Note: More information including guidebook on training programmes is
available from IAEA Division of Nuclear Power.
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the training programmes are evaluated on a continuing basis to ensure
training requirements are consistent with station needs and that the
objectives of the programmes are met

8.2.2 Training of Control Room/Shift Supervisor Staff

The training programmes, incorporating simulator training for shaft
supervisor/control room staff was cited as a key factor in safe and reliable
plant operation at the stations visited. It is important to recognize that
operating staff at stations with low scram rates and infrequent outages may
rarely (if ever) experience a major unit disturbance - as such the simulator
provides additional assurance of successful operator action. Additionally,
simulator training reinforces the effectiveness of operators during unit
startup and shutdown - thus contributing to improved station availability.

All eight stations incorporated simulator training in their programmes,
seven stations had access to full scope replica simulators for training and a
replica simulator has been ordered for the eighth stations. (In the interim,
staff are trained on a replica simulator of another station with specific
lectures which outlined the differences). Simulator training was integrated
with classroom training and on-the-job training at each station. Emphasis is
placed on the functions of individual systems and equipment, unit startup and
shutdown, and abnormal operating procedures in each programme. Annex 12
summarizes the application of simulators at the BWR Operator Training Centre
in Japan where Fukushima Daini staff train (in close proximity to the
Fukushima Daini site).

Several stations also used part scope simulators for operator training.
For example at Blayais, part-scope simulators were used to train (and refresh)
operators in the following areas:

pressure and volume control of the primary circuit
turbine generator control
reactor power control and shutdown system

Additionally, a steam generator level control part-scope simulator is
being considered at Blayais.

Emphasis is placed on the realistic use of operating procedures during
simulator exercises and on ensuring that responsibilities for key control room



staff are understood and reinforced. In many cases operator training
instructors had previous station experience as control room operators/shift
supervisors and several stations/utilities were actively integrating more
plant experience into the training organizations.

Several other training aids were used to enhance knowledge based training:

several stations use computer assisted training, where trainees interact
with a visual display of systems (eg. electrical transfer systems) or
answer questions displayed on video screens

- Gundremmingen uses a number of glass models to improve conceptual
knowledge. Three glass models are briefly described below:

i) One model consists of a reactor pressure vessel with an integral heater,
suppression/condensate chambers, primary feedwater piping and pump, steam
piping and important valves. This model simulates items such as primary
circuit leakage/recovery, and the effects of steam relief valve opening
on in-core levels and the associated condensation and syphoning actions
in suppression/condensate chambers

ii) A model of the BWR pressure vessel incorporating actual level
instrumentation (including a control room level recorder) is used to
demonstrate the effects of the following problems on process control:

electronic failures (fuses, loss of power, card failures)
effects of calibration errors
consequences of error of incorrectly equalizing a level transmitter

Air is bubbled through the pressure vessel to simulate boiling. This
model is also used to train instrument maintenance staff.

iii) A third model includes a process loop with pumps, tanks, valves etc and
is used to train items such as low-level/high-level trip logic and pump
cavitation resulting from incorrect suction valve adjustment. Also
principles of the instrumentation and control concepts can be
demonstrated.

8.2.3 Maintenance Training

Maintenance training programmes in the stations/utilities visited were
influenced by a number of factors:
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ability to recruit skilled craftsman from the national workforce
availability and usage of skilled contractor staff from
vendor/suppliers or other organizations
availability of skilled staff from other stations or organizations
within the utility
the demand for additional initial training programmes in a utility
created by additonal stations entering commercial service

These factors have resulted in significant variations in the scope and
content of maintenance related programmes.

For example, Barsebeck, TVO, Lovusa and Gundremmingen have small
maintenance work forces for routine maintenance activities. This staff has
extensive station knowledge and experience and the primary focus is on
continuous training. There is only an occasional need to hire new staff and
skilled craftsmen can be hired from the national workforce. As such,
orientation training, station-specific training, safety training, etc. can be
tailored to individual needs. These stations also use proven contractors for
inspection and maintenance outages and specialized tasks during routine
operation.

The maintenance training programmes for Blayais, Prairie Island and
Pickering B are developed with significant support from central training
organizations. These programmes include skill and knowledge training as
required to achieve the craftsman level in accordance with job requirements.

For example, Ontario Hydro, which performs approximately 90% of
maintenance work with utility staff, recruits maintenance staff at two levels
- high school graduates with elementary skills training, and skilled craftsmen
from industry. The maintenance staff receive classroom training, shop
training and on-the-job training to qualify them for job requirements.
General training is given at centralized training centres, station specific
training is provided on site - both in classrooms and on the job. The scope
and content of training is developed using a systematic approach as follows:

i) Analyse the job requirements for each position
11) Develop training objectives to meet the requirements

Note: This approach is also used for management and technical staff and
for operator training, it is used by several utilities visited.
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iii) Develop the appropriate training programme in accordance with objectives
iv) Conduct the training as designed
v) Test to ensure the objectives are met
vi) Evaluate the effectiveness of training

Annex 13 summarizes the programme used for the mechanical maintenance
workers in Ontario Hydro to train workers to the journeyman (craftsman)
level. Two programmes are summarized - a 6 year programme for a recruit with
elementary skills and a 3 year programme for a recruit who is qualified to a
craftsman level. The programme includes safety training (including radiation
protection as each worker is trained for self protection), system and
equipment training, extensive in-station experience and field checkouts which
test skills and knowledge on the job.

The approach to maintenance in Fukushima oaini varied somewhat from other
plants visited - maintenance work is executed mainly by contractor staff
(primarily from the major contractors - Hitachi and Toshiba) and is supervised
by Fukushima Daini maintenance staff. Annex 14 provides an overview of work
management activities of the Station Maintenance Staff and their Training
Programs. The training approach deserves attention since high- quality
maintenance work is a key factor in the very low frequency of unit
disturbances and the low frequency of unit startup delays due to rework.
Several aspects of the maintenance training programmes require specific
mention:

The station maintenance staff, typically engineering graduates, receive
extensive training to qualify to 3 progressive levels. Highlights of the
programme include:

on shift training to acquire an understanding of the operations
environment and needs

"hands-on" training on the extensive mock-ups in the Nuclear Power
Station Training Centre (see Annex 6) including disassembly,
reassembly, use of tools and test equipment, and NDE techniques.

- training to qualify and supervise contracted staff

oral and written exams for qualification levels A, B, C which
include for example an interview with the site manager for the A
level qualification. Examples of typical training activities for
Grade Levels A and B are included in Annex 14.
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The mockups at the Training Centre are also used for procedure and
tooling testing, and for the training and qualification of contractors
prior to execution of in-station work (under the direct surveillance of
Fukushima maintenance staff).

8.3 Continuing Training

Each station visited had established programmes to refresh staff in
various knowledge and skill areas and to update staff regarding lessons from
experience, modifications and procedural changes. Summarized below are
examples of typical practices found:

i) Periodic refresher training is given to shift supervisors and control
room staff. The frequency varied at each location - in some stations
classroom, practical and/or simulator training was conducted for several
days every 5 to 6 weeks (depending on shift rotations) and in all
stations at least two to three weeks per year. The training includes:

review of significant events that had occurred at the site and in
some cases events at sister units or other world stations

review of emergency operating procedures both in the classroom and
on the simulator. These exercises include emphasis on teamwork
among operators and supervisors

details of plant modifications and review of the associated
procedural changes and implications. This training is normally
conducted in advance of unit startup following the modification

Annex 15 provides a overview of refresher training provided to
responsible shift personnel at Gundremmingen which extends over a three
year period.

A number of stations require periodic evaluation of control room
operator, shift supervisor, and shift technical advisor positions
approximately once per year. Annex 16 includes evaluation criteria used
at Prairie Island for initial training and periodic evaluations for three
positions (RO-Reactor Operator, SRO- Senior Reactor Operator, STA-Shift
Technical Advisor).
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ii) in-station drills are conducted routinely to practice response to events
involving fire, personal injury, or plant emergencies. Additionally,
routine drills are conducted by field operators on activities requiring
prompt response eg. local start of emergency power generators, response
to generator seal failures, local operation of safety-related valves,
emergency operation of equipment from secondary control areas etc.

iii) Maintenance or inspection staff periodically practice routine skills on
realistic mock-ups. Examples noted at several stations include welding
practice, calibration of transmitters, setting of position and limit
switches on motor operated valves and non-destructive examination
techniques.

8.4 Staff Recruitment and Selection Practices

Recruitment of high-quality staff was considered important at each
station visited, since most employees normally remain with the utility for the
balance of their working lifetime. Factors that are typically considered in
the employment process include:

work experience
medical/security checks
academic experience
personal references
results of interviews (and in some cases utility-administered tests)

Personal characteristics including communication skills and ability to
work with others are considered particularly important in selecting recruits.
Several stations also recruited staff from the geographical area, a factor
considered important in reducing attrition and maintaining good community
relations.

The utilities visited preferred to develop and select employees in their
own organizations for more senior positions. Career development practices
typically included:

Job rotations. Several stations had rotated a number of managers or
section heads in recent years. In larger utilities, managers had been
rotated between stations and off-site support groups. For example, at
TEPCO managers rotate between station and support groups at 3 or 4 year
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intervals. In some cases rotation through specific positions eg.
technical departments, shift supervisory positions was an important
factor in promotion to senior levels.

Management development courses in areas such as:

leadership/team-building/assignment of responsibilities
objective setting/programme assessment
staff selection

- individual performance appraisal and feedback
financial/resource planning and control
communications (including media communications)

- decision-making/crisis management

In many cases utilities sent staff on courses to external organizations/
universities etc/ for such development.

A number of station managers stated that overall success depended upon
having top quality people in key management and supervisory positions. As a
result, very careful attention is paid to development and selection of staff
for these positions. The following factors are considered important in
selection of an individual for a key position:

demonstrated management/supervisory skills (eg. setting work programme
objectives and priorities, definition and acquisition of resources,
directing and controlling work programme execution to meet objectives,
motivation and development of subordinate staff, decision-making skills,
ability to reinforce high performance standards)

station experience and technical proficiency (eg. technical knowledge of
station systems and equipment, knowledge of station work processes and
methods, awareness of staff capabilities and responsibilities)

interpersonal and communication skills (eg. ability to work in a team and
encourage teamwork, oral and communication skills, ability to recognize
and solve staff-related concerns and problems)

8.5 Staff Longevity

The experience of the staff was frequently cited as a major asset at each
station. In every station visited, staff attrition from the utility was
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relatively low ie. usually quoted as less than one to two percent and in one
case about three per cent. The stability of staff has many potential
advantages:

it is an effective means of ensuring long-term retention of the lessons
of experience

it reduces the expense and resource requirements of initial training
programmes

it increases the overall productivity of the work force

it assists in fostering staff teamwork and a long term perspective toward
performance improvement

A number of staff at each station were asked about the reasons for low
attrition from their utility. Typical responses included:

the work was interesting and challenging, and they felt they had an
opportunity to contribute to the good results of the station

the utility was regarded as a good long-term employer with satisfactory
pay and benefits and a real interest in the long-term well-being of the
employees

staff from several stations were satisfied with the area they lived in-.

Station management stated that staff retention was an important long term
priority and considered the following initiatives important in maintaining the
requisite positive work environment:

assign responsibility to as low a level in the organization as is
practical and ensure that the staff have a sense of accountability
towards results they achieve

communicate expectations clearly, provide constructive feedback on
individual performance and reinforce station teamwork on a continuing
basis

tolerate honest mistakes (but not repetitive mistakes)
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maintain open communications with workers at all levels of the
organization

be sensitive to employees needs and concerns and take a proactive
approach to solving staff-related problems.
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Chapter 9

TECHNICAL PROBLEMS AND IMPROVEMENT INITIATIVES

The stations visited have experienced a number of technical problems
which are common to a large number of stations worldwide. The relatively good
performance of the stations and in particular the continuing performance
improvement results from initiatives to mitigate the impact of technical
problems and implement effective corrective actions to eliminate where
practical the root causes of the problems. The following section briefly
summarizes some problems and associated practices and improvement initiatives
identified during station visits.

9.1 Reactor Scrams

A major objective at each station is to minimize the frequency of reactor
scrams. Figure 13 summarize scram frequencies for the stations visited. A
significant improvement trend is evident in scram frequencies.

At each station, a root-cause analysis is performed to identify actions
to prevent recurrence. Scram events are also frequently reviewed by multi-
disciplinary groups (eg. Plant Safety Review Committee, Troubleshooting
Groups) and in one station a peer review committee made up of operations staff
to identify/review corrective actions. Typical improvement initiatives
implemented at a number of stations include:

improved operating procedures eg. more conservative power change rates;
more detailed instructions for specific aspects such as low power
operation, switching of power supplies critical to safety or reliability,
and changeover of feedwater pumps

improved operator training eg. more simulator exercises on startup,
shutdown, power manoeuvring, and response to specific component failures
where improper operation has resulted in scrams

improved maintenance procedures eg. additional confirmatory checks prior
to lifting leads or control loop wires, additional control on welding
activities
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FIG.13. Frequency of unplanned automatic scrams per unit per commercial year at selected plants.

improved operator aids to reduce the potential for human error (see
Chapter 3.5)

lessons learned from scram incidents are communicated to staff through
circulation of event reports, discussions with shift crews and
integration into initial and continuing training programs
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The above initiatives address improvements to minimize scrams resulting
from human actions or procedural difficulties. A number of stations have also
modified equipment to reduce the frequency of scram incidents. Summarized
below are several examples of improvements made at various stations:

modifications to feedwater control systems eg. improved packing material
to eliminate "sticky" control valve operation, adjustments to control
valve trim to provide more linear response in the low flow region,
installation of digital controllers for feedwater control valves.

modification in power supply transfer schemes to reduce the period of
electrical interruption which can initiate scram logic.

improved fueling codes and reanalysis of scram setpoints to improve
operating margins.

modifications to improve reliability of process components eg. reactor
coolant pump-motor sets

installation of additional cooling units to stabilize temperatures in
areas containing instrumentation to minimize transmitter drift and extend
the life of circuitry

modifications to logic circuits to increase redundancy or provide
conditioning of scram signals

improved liquid sensing systems in a BWR to avoid scrams due to trace
amounts of moisture (eg. very minor leakage or housekeeping activities
such as washing floors)

installation of microprocessers to operate specific control rods ("gray"
rods) during load following operations

9.2 Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking (IGSCC) of BWR Primary Circuit
Components

IGSCC in Boiling Water Reactors Primary circuit Components has been a
major contributor to energy unavailability since 1974. Barsebeck and TVO have
detected some IGSCC on primary circuit components and implemented corrective
measures? Gundremmingen and Fukushima Daini, which are later- vintage plants,
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were constructed with improved piping/components materials which have very low
susceptibility to IGSCC mechanisms.

Barsebeck conducts extensive inspection of weld areas (eg. cleanup and
heat removal systems) each outage to monitor for cracks. One crack has been
detected at a weld on a bypass line on a recirculating water system. The
piping was replaced with improved material. Spare material has been procured
for replacement of other piping circuits should further cracks be detected.
In an effort to mitigate further crack growth, primary circuit conductivity is
tightly controlled (0.10 - 0.15/US/cm) using full condensate polishing and
recirculating water purification systems. Hydrogen addition to the feedwater
to control oxygen content is also planned pending results of several test
hydrogen additions which were in progress in 1987.

TVO has developed similar inspection programs for all critical welds and
has replaced several sections of piping with improved materials. If cracks
are detected, temporary weld overlay repairs are planned as a short term
corrective measure, and pipe replacement will be performed in a subsequent
outage. Chemistry parameters are tightly controlled and hydrogen addition to
the feedwater is under consideration.

9.3 Steam Generator Tube Leaks

Loviisa and Pickering-B have not experienced corrosion-related steam
generator tube leaks. Loviisa has 6 horizontal steam generators on each unit
tubed with stainless steel, Pickering has 12 steam generators on each unit
tubed with Monel-400.

Prairie Island and Blayais have steam generators tubed with Inconel-600
which have experienced tube leaks that have resulted in forced outages.

The following approach has been taken by both stations to minimize the
frequency of steam generator tube leaks and associated forced outages:

defective tubes have been removed from steam generators to identify
causes of tube leaks, in order to confirm the appropriateness of
corrective measures

both stations have used all volatile chemistry control on the secondary
side. Emphasis is placed on maintaining chemistry specifications of the
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optimum level. In addition, Prairie Island has recently commenced boric
acid addition to (^5 pmm in shell side) to the secondary side to limit
Intergranular Attack (IGA) of the tube material.

sludge is removed from the secondary side tubesheet area using lancing
techniques (each second outage). Prairie Island also performs a flush
and drain of the secondary tubesheet area each outage to maintain
chemical control in the tubesheet crevice area. Flushing procedures
include a thermal flush with 1000 ppm boric acid to chemically buffer the
crevice area in the tubesheet.

The staff of both utility/station organizations are also reviewing
long-term options to address tube leak problems, which includes possible
replacement of steam generators should degradation accelerate with time.

9.4 Condensers

Four stations visited had experienced problems with condenser tube
leakage - three due to cooling water corrosion problems (corrosion of
aluminium brass tubes in brackish water) and one station due to steam
impingment on the condenser tubes at the exhaust of the low pressure turbine.

Short-term corrective measures included:

inspection/plugging of leaking/degraded tubes (either on-line with
isolation of cooling water or during planned outages)

3 stations added "saw dust" at the condenser cooling water inlet to
effectively minimize leakage for short durations until a planned outage
permitted effective repairs

Permanent solutions were implemented in the four stations as follows:

dummy tubes were installed in the condensers to protect condenser tubes
from steam impingement

the three stations with corrosion problems replaced aluminium brass tubes
with titanium tubes during planned refuelling/maintenance outages. In
each case, the replacements were conducted following extensive
pre-planning. For example, on TVO-2, condenser tube replacement was
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completed during a 30 day refuelling and maintenance outage and in
Loviisa during 21 day refuelling. Replacement techniques involved
sectioning of the tubesheets to facilitate removal of partial tube
bundles, reinstallation of prefabricated segments of new tube bundles
into the condenser shell, and rewelding of the tube sheet.

9.5 Other Problems

Barsebeck-1 experienced failure of the retaining ring on the generator
rotor due to water leakage in the water cooled generator (stator and
rotor). A fire also occurred, caused by leaking bearing oil and an arc.
The generator rotor and stator were replaced during a 5 month outage. An
improved retaining ring material with lower sensitivity to water was
installed on both units.

Pickering-B NPP suffered tube failures of the Incaloy-800 tubes in
moderator and shutdown heat exchangers due to under-deposit biological
attack on the cooling water side. Planned outages were required on each
unit to perform inspection/plugging of tubes as a short-term measure.
The heat-exchanger tube bundles were replaced with lncaloy-825 tube
bundles during subsequent planned outages.
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Chapter 10
CONTRIBUTING FACTORS TO REDUCED PERSONNEL RADIATION EXPOSURES

A major objective at each station visited is to achieve and maintain low
individual and collective personnel radiation exposures. Figure 14 summarizes
personnel exposures in terms of man-rem/unit/year of commercial service. It
must be recognized that the factors which are outlined in this chapter also
contribute to maximize the efficiency of the execution of station operating
and maintenance work - thus contributing to reduced outage durations and
improvement in overall station economics.

A number of technical features incorporated in the station design were
frequently cited as important contributors to reduced exposures. Typical
examples included:

use of low cobalt content alloys in primary circuits (eg. < 0.5% cobalt
content, elimination of stellite bearing surfaces)

separation of radioactive and non-radiative systems and components by
shielding walls or into different rooms.

provision of remote operators on manual valve actuators (eg. valve
operator extensions to permit operation from a remote area)

provision of high-flow purification circuits to reduce the concentration
of corrosion products in the primary coolant

purified cooling water supply to pump seals, control rod drives, etc. to
minimize accumulation of internal contaminants

installation of ladders, access platforms and lifting devices to reduce
maintenance work time

elimination of "crud traps" eg. socket welds

floors, walls etc are painted with impermeable coatings to facilitate
ease of de-contamination

In several cases, station modifications have been made to incorporate
such features during the operational phase.
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FIG.14. Cumulative personnel radiation exposures at selected plants (man-rem/unit/year).

Summarized below are station operational practices/approaches cited as
important factors contributing to long-term low personnel radiation exposures:

i) aggresive programs are implemented to minimize fuel defects
(Chapter 11)

ii) primary coolant water chemistry is carefully controlled to minimize
the build-up of radiation fields (see sect. 6.3 i, iv, v, vi)
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iii) good housekeeping is maintained to minimize the potential for
contamination spread. Typical initiatives include:

routine cleaning of floors, walls and equipment

acquisition of extra resources to maintain plant and work site
cleanliness during planned outages

timely repair of plant fluid leaks

proper packaging or decontamination of contaminated tools/components

repainting of painted surfaces to repair damage caused by maintenance
or to restore original appearance (several stations had repainted
large areas after approximately 5 years of commercial service).

iv) use large, single-block, movable shildings whenever possible

v) The stations have well-developed access control systems which may
involve:

locked rooms for which keys or access cards are required for entry

colour coding of room doors (eg. red, yellow, green) or signs which
identify actual radiation hazards. Workers are trained to recognize
the various hazard levels and follow approved procedures regarding
preplanning/approval to permit access

change stations where rubber shoes, overalls, gloves are put on prior
to access to areas of high contamination and removed upon exit from
the area

vi) Radioactive work is systematically preplanned and preparations are
made to ensure personnel exposures are minimized. The planning is
supported by detailed information on radiation fields and airborne/
surface contamination levels at the work sites and past work records
which detail exposures for individual tasks. Radiation surveys are
performed in normally inaccessible areas each outage to monitor
trends and confirm radiation conditions prior to the start of work.
Two stations perform nuclide-specific gamma surveys on components and
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Systems to project future trends of radiation fields and to
facilitate identification and development of longer term exposure
minimization programs. Radioactive work permits/plans are used to
plan, review and control activities where radioactive conditions or
planned exposures exceed a predetermined minimal level. These
permits/plans typically include radiation conditions, work methods
and protective actions to minmize exposures, estimated exposures, and
criteria to stop work.

Initiatives which are identified in work planning stages to reduce
exposures may include:

flushing of piping systems/components to remove contaminants (eg.
Fukushima Daini reported radiation fields were reduced by 30-40% in one
area as a result of such action).

chemical decontamination of pipe systems/components prior to detailed
work (eg. Loviisa decontaminates primary pump impellers in a tank prior
to refurbishment work).

use of strippable coatings on floors in work areas, which reduce time
taken to decontaminate areas in the vicinity of high radiation fields
(eg. Fukushima Daini estimated decontamination time could be reduced by a
factor of 3).

installation of shielding to reduce radiation fields from adjacent
components.

posting of hazards or roping off areas to prevent personnel from
inadvertent exposures.

use of automated tools (Annex 7).

training and briefing of workers/foreman on potential hazards, protective
actions and criteria to stop work. Training/prebriefing may include
review of films, photographs or scale models of the work area and/or
rehearsals on mockups.

use of radiation protection assistants to survey areas and guide workers
during work execution.
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use of camera surveillance to monitor work progress.

use of direct reading dosimeters which permit workers to monitor their
own accumulated exposure and which alarm at preset dose-rates or
accumulated exposures.

high radiation field work may be planned later in outages to take
advantage of nuclide decay mechanisms.

Most stations employ specialist staff to assist station work groups to
plan and prepare work, monitor radiation conditions as work is executed,
and evaluate detailed exposure records (ie. each job, each individual) to
identify areas where exposures may be reduced in future work.

vii) Ontario Hydro and Electricité de France provide extensive training to
station staff on radiation protection theory, procedures and practices.
Station staff (ie. operation, maintenance, technical support staff) are
qualified to preplan their own radioactive work to minimize personal
radiation exposures, perform necessary surveys and supervise contracted
workers in the performance of radioactive work. Supervisory staff review
and approve radioactive work plans. Specialist groups of health
physics/radiation protection staff (eg. less than 10 staff for 4 units)
provide additional review of high hazard work and monitor the
effectiveness of overall radiation protection program. The staff of both
utilities believe this practice of "self-protection" is effective in the
reduction of personnel radiation exposures. It is important to keep
radiation level in the turbine system as low as possible in BWR
stations. Fukushima Daini applied the method of prohibiting to blow the
reactor water (including reactor clean-up system blowdown water, sampling
effluents and reactor well water) into the condensate hot well.

Outage-related work contributes to the balance of personnel exposures.
Figure 15 provides an example of the results that have been achieved at

NFukushima Daini through systematic evaluation of actual exposures received in
outages and implementation of practices to further reduce exposures. Figure
16 provides a simple overview of the measures to reduce exposures at Fukushima
Daini.
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Chapter 11
MEASURES TO MINIMIZE FUEL CLADDING DEFECTS

A major objective at each station is to minimize fuel cladding defects
which results in the following potential benefits:

radiation fields on primary circuit components are lower, thus
facilitating reduced worker radiation exposures and ease of maintenance

potential for contamination spread which may result from primary coolant
leaks or component overhauls, is reduced.

outage durations may be shortened due to the elimination of fuel sipping
requirements or additional fuel rod changes.

fuel costs are reduced if fuel rods may be left in-core until planned
burn-up is achieved.

Several stations have achieved very low defect rates, for example:

- Fukushima Daini had experienced no fuel defects until the end of 1987 (-~
14 reactor-years of commercial operation)

TVO have experienced 3 leaking assemblies on TVO-1 and one on TVO-2
during the first 13 reactor-years of operation.

Barsebeck had eight leaking assemblies on Barsebeck-1 and one on
Barsebeck-2 during the first 25 reactor-years of commercial operation.
The problem associated with the 8 leakers on the first unit has been
rectified.

Loviisa had 8 leaking assemblies during the first 17 commercial years of
operation. Most of the leakers were in the same batch of fuel supply
revealing temporary quality problems in fuel fabrication.

Summarized below are practices employed by utility staff at various
stations which were cited as contributors to minimization of fuel cladding
defects in operating nuclear power stations.
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i) Staff knowledgeable in design, fabrication and operational aspects of
nuclear fuel are involved in preparation of detailed technical
specifications for fuel procurement, planning of fuel loading
strategies, provision of technical support to operating personnel and
technical surveillance of operational fuel-related activities.

ii) QA audits of fuel supplier/subcontractor organizations are applied by
the utility to assure high quality of supplied fuel.

iii) The fuel performance experience of other stations are studied to
identify possible improvements in fabrication and operating practices.

iv) A conservative approach is applied to power changes during the
operating cycle. Following refuelling, power ascension to full power
may be performed in discreet steps (fuel pre-conditioning) to avoid
fuel rod failures from pellet cladding interaction (PCI). For example,
at Barsebeck, power ascension from 50% full power may be summarized as
follows:

- At 50% power hold for -~ 8 hours
- Raise power to 65%, hold for ^12 hours
- Raise power to 100% in 2.5% step increments with a four hour hold after
each power change

At Prairie Island fuel pre-conditioning during start-up is performed as
follows:

- 0- 20% no restrictions
20- 50% power increased at 3%/hour
50-100% power increased at 0.75%/hour

During load following manoeuvres power increases may be performed in slow
discrete steps to minimize the need for control rod movements required to
compensate for xenon burnoff which would result in localized flux
peaking. For example, at Barsebeck where frequent load manoeuvres are
performed, a one to two hour hold at 95% power during power increases is
typically employed to limit subsequent flux peaking.

v) Burnable poisons (ie. Gadolinium) have been introduced in the fuel rods
in five stations to reduce the number of control rods required in-core
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at the state of the duty cycle and thus reduce the number of control
rod movements during the operating cycle.

vi) Several stations, which are equipped with fine motion control rod
drives, remove rods in a series of short discrete steps over an
extended period to limit localized flux peaking.

vii) A systematic root cause analysis is used to determine the reasons for
fuel failures and to identify fuel design or operational improvements
to prevent recurrence. These analyses typically include review of
power history data combined with coolant fission product trends to
identify operational contributors, and non-destructive and destructive
examinations of the defective element(s) to determine failure
mechanisms. These studies are frequently performed in close
collaboration with the fuel supplier. Most stations have the
capability to inspect defective elements in fuel bays. At
Gundremmingen, an inspection window is installed in the bay wall to
enhance visual examination of fuel assemblies.

viii) Feedwater chemistry control has been optimized at several stations to
limit corrosion product transport and deposition on the fuel cladding,
which can result in increased sheath temperatures. Several stations
visited had reduced corrosion product transport to the core by up to
70-80% through revised chemistry specifications.

ix) At Barsebeck, the power flow map was revised to provide more flexible
operating margins during power changes. This reduced the need for
control rod movements during power changes.

x) Careful attention is paid to minimizing the occurrence of core debris.
In-core components are frequently inspected to identify potential loose
objects eg. screws. Modifications are made to eliminate identified
faults. inspection, maintenance and refuelling practices are
scrutinized to assure foreign objects are not introduced in the core or
coolant systems. staff training emphasizes the importance and the
proper usage of techniques such as tool safety lines, special catch
nets, installation of covers on unattended openings in primary systems
and tool inventory lists to ensure tools are not lost in the reactor
vessel.
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Annex l

SUMMARY OF ONTARIO HYDRO'S PRACTICE OF 'MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES'

Management by Objectives defines quantitative indices of performance

A system of Management by Objectives has been established for use by
Ontario Hydro's Nuclear Generation Division (NGD). Objectives are set which
define a good job in five key areast

worker safety
public safety
environmental protection
product quality (reliability)

- product cost

Doing a good job in these five areas requires manpower capability that is
developed by means of a complementary training and deployment program.

Indices have been selected that allow a quantitative and accurate
representation of performance. Several indices are required to represent
performance in each key area. A brief overview of the concept as applied in
the areas of Worker Safety, Public Safety-Radioactivity and Product Quality is
included in the latter part of this Annex.

The index of performance is compared with Standards which are established
from*

studies of achievement by other comparable utilities
achievement experience within Ontario Hydro
limits set by regulatory authorities
provincial, federal, international recommendations
subjective judgments of current and anticipated social values
The Director may establish Targets, for individual stations, different

from the Divisional Standard if relevant distinctions exist between stations.

Performance monitoring is part of everyone's job

An integral component of good work practice is the monitoring of
performance. This is done through all levels of the organization. A large
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body of performance data is maintained and reported in various ways.
Significant deviation from what is expected triggers corrective action.

Senior management conducts monthly and annual performance reviews

There is a mandatory annual performance review among the organizational
levels»

- Station Manager
Division Director
Vice President - Production
Executive Vice-Président - Operations

The review is based on a comparison of the performance indices versus the
established Standards and Targets for that year.

In addition to the annual review, a monthly summary of key performance
indices is prepared for the Vice-Président - Production as an overview of
operational highlights.

Prior to the presentation of results to senior management, any
significant (potential) problems revealed by the performance monitoring
program are analyzed. The presentation can then include a summary of the
history of each of these problems, corrective actions already underway, and
where necessary, a recommendation for further actions. This analysis is a
necessary complement to the presentation of performance monitoring indices.

Performance indices backed up by detailed monitoring data

Monthly and annual performance review reports are assembled by staff of
the Technical and Training Services Division (TTSD) who provide specialist
operational support to the staff of the nuclear stations. The nuclear support
departments of TTSD are Radioactivity Management and Environmental Protection
(RMEP), Central Nuclear Services (CNS) and the Nuclear Staffing Group (NSG)
which have respectively centralized responsibilities for:

i) Worker Safety, Public Safety, Environmental Protection,
ii) Product Cost, Quality.
iii) Staffing and Training.
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These reports are used in the presentation of performance results to
senior management. There are also many reports and data sources prepared for
the Director and Station Managers which provide greater detail. This broad
base of information allows us to find predominant and/or root causes of
performance deviations and aids the decision-making in the management of
operations to meet our established Targets.

Operating information shared by all stations

It is the responsibility of the TTSD support departments to ensure that
the important lessons from operating experience are effectively communicated
to all stations. A follow-up process monitors the implementation of the
lessons learned. The majority of this information is part of the performance
monitoring requirements of the management by objectives program; for example,
in monthly, quarterly, and annual performance reports. However, other
information sources are also used such as station in-service reports (which
describe problems and solutions), commissioning reports (which document plant
commissioning), and proposed changes (which document the proposals for design
modifications).

The feedback of operating information is facilitated by Ontario Hydro
commercial stations sharing the following features:

all CANDU-PHW units

each station comprised of 4 identical reactor units

at each nuclear site, the stations are largely repeat designs (eg.
Pickering-A and Pickering-B share major design/features, Bruce-A and
Bruce-B share design features)

all stations must meet common Ontario Hydro and regulatory requirements
to record operating experience and performance

EXAMPLE 1 ; WORKER SAFETY

Worker safety means that electricity can be produced at a generating
station with minimum injuries to the employees. Although no injuries is the
ideal target, it is recognized that in every industrial process some injuries
will occur and standards are defined in order to assess safety performance.
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Injuries are classified as follows:

Fatality - an injury which results in death
Permanent Disability - an injury which results in loss or permanent
impairment of any part of the body
Temporary Disability - an injury which results in a worker being
unable to attend his or her work for one or more days

The frequency of injury and consequence per injury are measured as
follows:

Risk of Disabling Injury - Total number of lost work days per million
man-hours worked for all injuries except those that cause death or
permanent and total incapability to be gainfully employed.

The standards which include all types of accident (nuclear and
non-nuclear) defining good performance are as followst

Fatalities - Two or less fatalities per 100 million
man-hours worked

Permanent Disabilities - Two or less injuries per 10 million
man-hours worked

Temporary Disabilities - Six or less injuries per 1 million
man-hours worked

Risk of Disabling Injury - 150 days lost per 1 million man-hours worked

These standards of employee safety are intended to meet the following
criteria?

i) Employees must be safer at work than not at work
ii) Nuclear employees must be safer at work than non-nuclear employees in

Ontario
iii) Nuclear employees must be safer at work than employees in other

industries in Ontario
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EXAMPLE 2 ; PUBLIC SAFETY - RADIOACTIVITY

In Canada, we accept public risk as the basic standard of reactor safety
performance. The licensee bears the responsibility for safety, whereas the
regulator primarily sets safety objectives. Utilities can demonstrate through
observable performance parameters that they are meeting the quantified public
safety objectives set by the regulatory authority.

In this key area, the overall objective of NGD is: "That the risk to an
individual member of the public, from the operation of a nuclear generating
station, should be negligible when compared with the everyday risk to which
that member of the public is exposed".

Based upon current Canadian statistics, the NGD standard for this risk
component has been conservatively set so as to not exceed one chance in a
million per annum that the most exposed individual will suffer a premature
death. (Statistical medical knowledge correlates the probability of premature
death to acute radiation exposure).

The public can only be subjected to an acute radiation exposure if a
serious process system failure occurs (single failure) at a nuclear generating
station. A serious process failure is defined as any failure of a process
system which could, in the absence of special safety system action lead to
fuel overheating, fuel damage, and/or the uncontrolled release of
radioactivity.

The consequences of a serious process failure can be compounded if a
special safety system fails to operate at the time of the event (dual failure).
A special safety system is a system designed specifically to prevent
significant releases of radioactivity to the public in the event of a serious
process failure. There are three types of special safety systems*

i) Shutdown Systems
ii) Emergency Coolant Injection Systems
iii) Containment Systems

The two major variables in the risk equation are therefore*

serious process failure rate
reliability of special safety systems
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These are monitored and assessed against Divisional Standards. For serious
process failures, the standards is < 1 per three years and for special safety
systems the standard is <^ 1 x 10~ yrs/yr unavailability.

Safety systems are passive unless called upon to act in the event of
process system failure. Comprehensive test programs monitor the status of
safety system components to detect failures. Results of these tests are used
to calculate the unavailability of the system, ie, the portion of time that
the safety system would have been impaired and unable to operate according to
the design intent in the event of a process failure.

At the end of each year, the accumulated performance data is distilled
into key indicators for senior management. The following key indicators in
the area of Public Safety - Radioactivity are presented:

i) serious process failure rate
ii) actual unavailability of special safety systems
iii) actual inoperability of special safety systems
iv) risk to the public resulting from NGD Operation
v) estimated future risk to the public from NGD Operation

The first three parameters are trended over a rolling 5-year period. If a
divisional standard is exceeded for any of these parameters, the root cause is
identified along with details of the planned follow-up actions in place.

For further details on these concepts, refer to»

"Canadian Approach to Nuclear Power Safety," Nuclear Safety, Vol. 24,
No. 4, July-August, 1983.

EXAMPLE 3 > PRODUCT QUALITY (RELIABILITY)

Reliability of a generating unit refers to the ability of the generating
unit to run continuously at the full rated capacity. For a CANDU-PHW,
reliability is important for two reasons:

To contribute to the ability of the overall power system to meet customer
demands

To minimize the cost of power to the customer since the current fuelling
costs of CANDU-PHW units in Ontario Hydro are between 5 and 6 dollars per
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megawatt-hour ($/MW.h) compared with more than 23 $/MW.h for fossil-fired
units.

Ontario Hydro measures generating unit reliability based on three sets of
criteria:

i) In-Service Date Reliability
ii) Power System Stability

iii) Production Reliability

Reliability indices are defined and measured for each of these. For
example three indices in the area of Production Reliability are:

1. Derating Adjusted Forced Outage Rate (DAFOR)

A measure of the energy production lost through unscheduled events such
as forced outages, forced deratings and unscheduled extensions to scheduled
outages. These forced production losses are expressed, basically, as a
percentage of energy which should have been produced after allowing for
scheduled production losses. Therefore, DAFOR relates forced production
losses to expected production.

2. Gross Incapability Factor (IGbF)

The percentage of perfect production that cannot be produced, due to all
internal causes, including production losses for scheduled maintenance.
Perfect production is the energy that would have been produced by operating
continuously through a period with no outages or derating, scheduled or
unscheduled.

ICbF = Energy Not Available
Perfect Production

3. Capacity Factor (CF)

CF = Actual Energy Produced
Perfect Production

For DAFOR and ICbF, Ontario Hydro has established standards for
performance based on being equal to or better than the average performance of
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fossil-fueled units of equivalent size operated throughout North America as
reported by the North American Electric Reliability Council in annual reports.

Notes More detailed information on "Management by Objectives" and
performance results may be obtained by writing to:

Manager, Equipment and Reliability
Technical and Training Services Division
Ontario Hydro
700 University Avenue A7-H2
Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X6
Canada
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Annex 2

DESCRIPTION OF BARSEBECK BOOKLET COMMUNICATING PLANT GOALS AND
PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS TO PLANT STAFF AND CONTRACTOR FOREMAN

A number of methods were identified to communicate station goals and
performance expectations to employees at various stations visited. At
Barsebeck, one of the methods involves a small ßooklet circulated to station
staff and contractor foreman. This booklet makes effective use of
illustrations to communicate station goals and performance expectations. A
brief description of the booklet entitled "Barsebeck Nuclear Power Plant - Our
Future", is summarized below.

The booklet is introduced by a message from the station manager which
includes the following comments:

Barsebeck is important to our utility (SYDKRAFT), 70% of utility
electricity is generated by nuclear power

Our work is scrutinized by public, media and politicians

For 10 years we have achieved better and better results through
improvements to the station and work methods

During problem periods we have demonstrated determination, strength and
responsibility

We not only count big achievements, individuals have achieved many things
which contribute the good performance

It is your efforts which make a good Barsebeck even better

Beside the introduction is a key-word summary of major plant goals:
Safety
Production
Maintenance
Cost
Minimize Radiation Doses
Minimize Environment Releases
Quality Approach to Everything
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The booklet then addresses potential issues at Barscheck
Big Emergency
High Cost
Possible Decision to Phase out Nuclear Power in Sweden

Subsequent illustrations then discuss specific goals and expectations.
Examples are provided below*

We must Work Together to Reach Our Goals

vfmmvtmma kraflfr Ivckas vi nà vàtu mal

We must operate the station with
attention and care. We all
want safe nuclear power.

Vi sltall kora verket med
vanambet ocb orntanke

Vf till alia ba saJter karnkrafl

Good maintenance is a key to
a long future. Quality profits
in the long run.

Underbill or '
~*xaenjârvàrfnmtut
Kvalitet tonarsfg (langten
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If we do all this, we will have
safe and reliable production

Furthermore, cheap to our
customer.

"~ Det ger en bog ocb falter elproduktion Dessusom billig tlltraft till vâra kututer

Of course production provides
a lot of income, but we must
each watch expenses

What can I do to decrease costs

Vast ger
pmduktionen mktmistrr.

men del ar de smà utgiflerna
Veut kan JAG gorafor cat mtnska
utgtflema'
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We shall struggle for low
radiation doses

and small releases.

Vt skatl kampa/ôr làga stràUoser ocbsmd utsiapp

Together we will make it

Tillsammans stall vt gora del"
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Annex 3

EXCERPTS FROM A MESSAGE FROM THE GENERAL MANAGER OF
OPERATIONS DEPARTMENT TO CONTRACTOR AND PLANT STAFF

PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF AN OUTAGE
ON FUKUSfflMA DAINI UNIT 3

1. Do not think you are fully experienced

Respond to every situation with the "beginners spirit and mind".
(Editors' note - "Beginners spirit and mind" suggests careful preparation,
earnest intent to do the work correctly).

2. Good smooth communication must be maintained

Troubles or mistakes may result from lack of information or
communications. In execution of tasks good communication must be maintained
between TEPCO and contractor staff. (For example, the plant could scram due
to a lack of proper communication during the busy start-up period).

3. Safety First

Keep zero accidents, zero injuries in your mind to prevent accidents
during maintenance work.

4. Precise and Accurate Work

Complete the quality control program carefully in order to prevent
trouble after commencement of operation due to lack of inspection, checking or
improper work processes. Pay special attention to new installations and
modification work.

5. Prevention of fire

The possibility of fire increases during maintenance work such as
welding. Raise the consciousness for fire protection of all workers.

6. Effective Administration of Time

Ensure the effective use of given period of time. Manage the field work
(including witnessing) to prevent unproductive time and unnecessary radiation
exposure.
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7. Accurate Supervision and Operation

Operations such as valve line-up, level monitoring shall be executed
properly so that unnecessary decontamination work or radiation exposure can be
eliminated.

8. Reminder on Welding

The electrical noise from welding work may case a spurious scram due to
the disturbance of the instrumentation. Pay attention to the routing of
welding power cables.

9. Field Checksheets

The checksheets that are required to be used in work must be filled in at
the field and not in other places such as the office.

10. Prevention of Wiring Mistakes

The double check of wiring is one of the counter-measures to avoid
mistakes. This check shall be done by the staff not directly doing the work.

11. Cleanup After Work

A clean power station is TEPCO policy. Clean up after work and the
annual overhaul requires co-operation of all plant groups and contractors

12. Other Matters

Unscheduled work is prohibited
Work should be done considering operating conditions of equipment
Apply basic safety rules thoroughly eg. use proper practices to lift
heavy materials
The status of work must be fully reported to the chief of the work
group
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Annex 4

EXAMPLES OF PREDICTIVE MAINTENANCE TECHNIQUES

Summarized below are examples of predictive maintenance techniques and
applications to support maintenance programs in the stations visited. Proper
identification of monitoring locations, organized record system and
knowledgeable staff to analyse the data are required to ensure effective
implementation of these techniques.

1. Vibration Monitoring Techniques

On-line and portable vibration monitoring equipment are used to obtain
data to trend and analyse the performance of rotating equipment and to detect
abnormal vibrations or loose parts in pressure vessels. Preventive or
corrective maintenance work may result from detection of abnormal vibrations.
Analysis of vibration characteristics and trends may be performed manually or
by computer software which is capable of comparing actual vibration
characteristics with reference data and outputs information to alert staff of
changes in component performance.

On-line vibration equipment with integral diagnostic, display and alarm
features is typically found on:

turbo generator sets
primary coolant pump motor sets
diesel generator and combustion turbine units

Initial detection of changes in reference vibration levels permits
detailed analysis, frequently with the aid of portable diagnostic equipment.
Detailed vibration analysis and continued monitoring can permit continued
operation of equipment until a convenient outage in which maintenance can be
performed. Examples found in station visits include:

i) Detection of an oversize bearing clearance on a LP turbine whi.cn was
subsequently repaired during a weekend maintenance outage. (Reference 1).

ii) Detection of bearing deteriation on a primary circulation pump motor
which was disassembled for preventative maintenance during a planned
refuelling and maintenance outage several months later. (Reference 1).
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iii) Small cracks were found at the exciter end of a generator rotor at tne
bottom of the slots containing rotor coils during an inspection outage.
Engineering analysis, coupled with thorough vibration monitoring and
ultrasonic inspection at regular intervals permitted further operation of
that unit and a sister unit while preparations were made to excnange
rotors. One operating rotor was subsequently taken out of service
following detection of changes in vibration patterns wnich resulted from
crack growth.

Examples were also found where vibration monitoring and analysis resulted
in removal of equipment from service prior to serious failure.

i) One incident of significant note involved detection and safe shutdown of
a generator which was subsequently found to have a transverse crack
through half the diameter of the generator rotor. The monitoring system
sampled 1 x N and 2 x N vibration component data (RMS, amplitude and
phase angle) from about 50 probes. Vector changes rather than amplitude
changes alerted staff to the problem which resulted in a decision to take
the unit out of service (Reference 2).

ii) At another station, a crack was detected in the shaft of a primary
coolant circulation pump-motor which was subsequently taken out of
service for shaft replacement.

At a number of stations visited portable vibration monitoring equipment
is used in all rotating equipment. The trends are used as a parameter for
determining frequency and extent of preventive maintenance. At one 2 unit
station, 2 men were dedicated full time to vibration monitoring of rotating
equipment.

Vibration monitoring of pressure vessels was also used at several
stations to detect abnormal behaviour or loose parts. Equipment monitored
included

reactor pressure vessels
steam generators

The specific stations had not detected loose parts but were aware of
other stations who had detected loose parts with such equipment.
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2. Infrared Monitoring

Portable infrared equipment (thermography) was used at most stations
visited. Applications included monitoring of :

- electrical connections on breakers, cables, batteries and bus work to
detect potential overheating caused by high resistance

Piping systems/components to detect fluid/leakage through valves, steam
traps etc

heat exchanger surfaces to detect secondary side flow configuration
changes which might result from baffle failure etc

slip ring temperatures to detect brush or slip ring wear problems

- insulators on transformers etc to detect insulation breakdown

3. Acoustic Emission Techniques

Acoustic emission equipment has been used in a number of applications to
detect crack growth or noise created by fluid/gas leakages. Examples include:

monitoring for crack growth during Reactor Pressure Vessel Hydrostatic
tests

monitoring for leakage through relief valves, condenser tube/tubesheets
interfaces (condensor waterbox drained, vacuum on shell side), and
various types of static seals and fittings.

4. Lubrication oil Analysis

Chemical sampling of metal content in lubrication oils is used to detect
bearing or seal wear. Examples include:

turbine generator bearings, generator seals, diesel generator and
combustion turbine unit bearings, large pump-motor bearings
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5. Eddy Current Analysis

Eddy current analysis to detect wall thinning or corrison pitting of
tubes was performed at all stations on equipment such as:

steam generator tubes
heat exchangers
condensors
feedheaters

Most applications use automated tooling to speed inspection time,
facilitate reliable results and reduce personal radiation exposures where
applicable.

Eddy current inspection permits accurate determination of tube life and
facilitates corrective measures such as plugging and subsequent planned
replacement prior to wearout.

6. Ultrasonic Examination

Extensive use is made of ultrasonic techniques to detect and characterize
a variety of flows in metallic components prior to component failure.
Examples include:

inspection of reactor pressure vessel walls and welds to identify cracks
or other material flaws

inspection of piping and associated welds to identify flaws in welds or
adjacent heat treated zones (eg. Intergranular stress corrosion cracking)

inspection of rotor, pump or motor shafts for crack initiation

inspection of steam generator tubes to identify circumferential cracks or
localized pits

inspection of primary, secondary and other piping systems to identify
wall thinning due to erosion/corrosion mechanisms

inspection of turbine blades, and discs, disc key-ways and blade roots
for cracks

inspection of flywheels for cracks
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7. Motor Operated Valve Diagnosis

Several stations contracted or acquired equipment to perform signature
analysis testing to diagnose the ability of motor operated valves to perform
under maximum differential pressure conditions. The testing monitors valve
stem thrust, timing and activation of control switch operation, and motor
current loads which can be compared with previous tests or reference data.

8. Endoscopie Inspection

Three stations have installed a large number of inspection ports on HP
and LP turbines to faciliate fibrascopic inspection of turbine internals.
These inspection capabilities permit routine examination of turbine olading,
lacing wire, etc. during outages without casing removal - thus minimizing
outage time and manpower requirements. Requirements for turbine overhauls
have been extended to 6-8 years. This system also permits prompt internal
examination of turbines to locate and analyse possible faults indicated by
vibration monitoring equipment. Reference 3 provides information on the
application at Loviisa.

Reference 1: "Computer Based Condition Monitoring of NFS Loviisa Finland" by
Sahri Kuismann, Jani Eklund, Imatran Voimay Oy Vantaa, Finland.
Presented at ANS International Meeting on Nuclear Power Plant
Operation, Chicago, 30.8.1987 - 3.9.1987.

Reference 2: "On the vibration Behavior of a Cracked Rotor" L.R.K. Nilsson,
Stal-Laval Turbin AB, Finspang, Sweden.

Reference 3: "Endoscopie Inspection System for Steam Turbines" by T. Jokinen,
Imatran Voima Oy, Central Laboratory, Vantaa, Finland.
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Annex 5

EXAMPLES OF EXPERIENCE ANALYSIS AND FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES
AT FUKUSHIMA DAINI
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Organization of Trouble Shooting Committee

Deputy Superintendent

Shift Supervisor Manager of
Operation Dept

Manager of
Engineering Dept.

Manager of General
Operation Sec.

Manager of Radwaste
Syst em Sec.

Manager of
Maint enance Sec

(Licensed)Ch i ef
Reactor Engineer

Licensed)Chief
Boiler & Turbine
Engineer

(Licensed)Chief
Electorical Engineer

(Licensed)Chicf
Radiation Engineer

Quality Assurance
Staff

Liaison for
Coordinat ion in
Local Community Staff

Manager of Engineering
Sec.

Manager of Radiation
Safety Control Sec
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Annex 6

SUMMARY OF TRAINING FACILITIES, EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING ITEMS
AT TEPCO NUCLEAR POWER PLANT TRAINING CENTRE*

Training Facilities. Equipment and Training Items

R
eactor m

im
ic end

C
ontrol R

od D
rive m

echanism
 R

epair R
oom

M
achine relation Facilities and Equipm

ID
3
r*

Training Facilities and Equipment
ORPV and Reactor Well
o Reactor Internals

Core Shroud, Top Guide; Core Plate,
' Feedwater Sparger,
Core Spray Sparger

OFuel Assemblies, Control Rods
Local Power Range Monitors (LPRM)
Jet Pump Assembly

o Refueling Machine
o Overhead-travelling Machine
O Handling Tools for Internals,

Under- water -Droplight O Others
0 Reactor Pedestal
o Control Rod Drive Replacement Platform
o Control Rod Drive (CRD)
o Local Power Range Monitoring System (LPRM)
O Source Range Monitoring System and inter-

mediate Range Monitoring System Drive
Unites (SRM. IRM)

o Maintenance Pool for Washing and disman-
tling of Control Rod Drive

O Working Table for Reassembling Parts
0 Control Rod Drive Hydraulic Control Unit
©Pump

horizontal eddy Pump (CRD Pump)
horizontal eddy Pump (CUW Pump)
horizontal double-suction centrifugal Pump

(Motor Drive Fire Pump)
Vertical mixed flow Pump (RHRS Pump)
Barrel type Vertical mixed flow Pump

(LP Heater Drain Pump)
Screw Pump (Oil Pump)

0 Valve
Motor Operated Valve (Gate Valve 4B 900 LB)
Hand Operated Valve (Grove Valve 4B 900 LB)
Swing ChecK Valve (4B400LB)
All quantity Safety Valve (2B 50K)
Others

o Safety Relief Valve

o Compressor

0 PLR Pump Mechanical Seal

o Pump Mechanical Seal, Bearing, grand
packing, O-ring

O Non-destructive Inspection Equipment
Ultrasonic testing device
Magnetic testing device
Pipe for non-destructive Inspection
Standard Sample

O Welding Machine

Training Items
o Handling of Refueling Machine
O Replacement of Control Rods
o Replacement of LPRMs
o Replacement of Jet Pump Assembly
O Decontamination of Reactor Well
O Removal of Serveillance Sample
OWork in Reactor
o Others

O Removal and Reinstallation of CRD
0 Replacement of LPRM
o Overhaul and Inspection of

SRM/IRM Drive Units

O Overhaul and Reassembly of CRD
o Operating Test of CRD
o Others

o Overhaul, Inspection and Repair of Pump
O Setting of Pump Mechanical Seal
o Centering of Pump and Motor
o Pre-Operation of Pumps

O Overhaul, Inspection and Repair of Valve
o Adjustment of Valve Drive
o Fitting of Valve
o Replacement of grand packing

o Overhaul, Inspection, Repair and Leakage
Test of Safety Relief Valve

o Overhaul, Inspection and Repair of Compressor
o Replacement, Overhaul and Leakage Test

of PLR Pump Mechanical Seal
o Structure and Handling of Mechanical Seal

and Bearing
O Non-destructive inspection

o Handling of Welding Machine

* The training centre is located at the Fukushima Daiichi site, and is for the training of plant maintenance
staff (who plan and supervise maintenance work) and contractor staff (who execute maintenance work) as well
as operators.
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GROUND FLOOR

electricity 
• 

Instrum
ent 

• 
equipm

ent

g
î
(B-i

Training Facilities and Equipment
o Metal Clad Switch Gear

Magnetic Blow-out Circuit Breaker (MBB)
Vacuum Circuit Breaker (VCB)

0480 v Power Center (480 v P/C)
OAir Circuit Breaker (ACB)

o Motor cut model
Three-phase Induction Motor

O Constant Voltage Constant Frequency Power
Source (CVCF Panel)

o Mock-up of brush
o Generator Protection Relay Panel
O Turbine Electro-Hydraulic Control System

Pane! (F.HC Panel)
o Average Power Range Monitoring System

Panel (APRM Panel)
a Feed Water Control Panel

O Sequence Controller Panel

O Source Range Monitoring System and
Intermediate Range Monitoring System
(SRM, IRM Panel)

o Instrument Rack
Transmitter of Pressure and differential
Pressure, Level Switch, Pressure Switch,
Thermal Switch, Flow Swith, flow meter

o Analyzer Rack
Dew-point meter, Û2 meter, H 2 meter
Turbidimeter, DOa meter, PH meter,
Conductivity Analyzer

o Pneumatic controller
o Process simulator
o Ultrasonic Level meter
o Electromagnetic Flow Meter
o Test and measurement Equipment

Magnetic Oscillograph, Synchroscope, X-Y
Recorder, Multiple Pen-Recorder, Three-Phase
No-load Test Equipment, Electrical Furnace,
Multi-meter precision pressure gauge, Phase-
meter muiti- thermometer, Timer, Vibrometer,
Voltmeter, Ammeter

o Overhead-travelling Macmne,Mock up for
Slinging Work

o Scaffolding
o Self-air Set,Air-line Mask

Dummy for Artificial Respiration Training
Oxygen Pressure Measuring Instrument

o Radiation Survey Meter
lomzation counter
GM Counter

Training Items
o Structure of Circuit Breaker
O Overhaul and Functional Test of Circuit

Breaker
o Structure of Circuit Breaker
o Overhaul and Functional Test of Circuit

Breaker
O Structure of Motor
o Overhaul and Pre-Operation of Motor
o Functional Test of CVCF
o Replacement of Brush
O Characteristic Test and Calibration of Relay
o Characteristic- Test of Turbine Control System
o Functional Test of Neutron Instrument
obase adjustment
o Characteristic of FWC System
o Inspection and Calibration of Arithmetical Unit
o Handling of Logic Loder
o programing and it's alternation
o Calibration of Monitor

O Inspection and Calibration of Instrument

o Overhaul, Inspection and Calibration of
Analyzer

o Affirmation of PID Control move -ment

o Handling of Test Equipment and
Measurement Instrument

O Handling of Overhead-travelling Machine,
Slinging Work

O Setting-up Scaffolding
O Prevention of Hypoxia

o Handling of Radiation Measurement
I nstrument
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Annex 7

EXAMPLES OF AUTOMATED TOOLING

Automated tooling is used to reduce radiation exposure to workers, reduce
time and labour to complete tasks and to perform high quality work. Summarized
below are examples automated equipment found during station visits. Also
included in this Annex are several illustrations of specific automated tooling
used at Fukushima Daini.

Inspection systems to perform non-destructive examination of reactor
pressure vessel shell/welds/nozzles, steam generator and other heat
exchangers tubes, feedwater and condensâtes pipes/welds, turbine discs/
blades. This equipment typically includes provision for remotely
controlled positioning of inspection sensors, automated data acquisition/
recording systems and data evaluation/display systems for prompt
identification of sensor signals requiring investigation/follow-up (see
attached illustration).

Automatic or semi-automatic tools to install/remove reactor pressure
vessel studs

Reactor well cleaning machines to decontaminate walls for improved
personnel access

Automated/semi-automated refuelling equipment

Automatic control rod drive handling machines (see illustration)

Automatic control rod drive overhauling and inspections equipment (see
illustration)

Automated tooling to lap valve seats/pumps seals (see illustration)

Remotely operated welding apparatus for use in items such as piping
repairs, steam generator heads, reactor head penetrations, etc.
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1
2

3

4

S

6

7

a
9

10

11
12

13

14

15

16

17

18
19

20

21

FRAME

MOTOR
GEAR BOX

SYNCHRO MOTOR

TRANSDUSER
MAGNET

AIR COUPLING

SLIPPING BUSH

SPLINE

PIPE
PISTON
CENTER RING
MICRO CYLINDER
MAIN CYLINDER

CLEANER

I.T.V. CAMERA

PASTE INJECTOR

SURFACE PLATE
CENTER GUIDE
EYE BOLTS
SPRING

22 ) STOPPER
23 | STOKE BEARING

Main Seat Lapping and Handling Equipment

OVERHAULING
AND

CLEANING EQUIPMENT

ULTRASONIC
CLEANING
TANK

SWITCH BOARD

AUTOMATIC OVERHAULING AND INSPECTION EQUIPMENT

FOR CONTROL ROD DRIVING EQUIPMENT

CONTROL
PANEL
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Outline of ISI System

Reactor 'SI control room IS! data processing room
pressure vessel

spection device

Controller UT Instrument and
data display panel Data processing syslem

Data acquisition system
Butt weld inspection device

Tnpe cartridge
Pole guided Inspection device

Search unit

Receiving array
Bottom head inspection devic

Nozzle to shell weld inspection device
nozzle corner inspection device Cartridge tape recorder

Control unit
equipped wilh UT Instrument

Semi-automatic UT system (SUTARS)

SUTARS: Search Unit Tracking And Recording Syslem • • •
the combination of manual scan and automatic recording.
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Annex 8
EXAMPLE OF A DATA BANK FOR STORAGE AND PROCESSING

OF POWER PLANT EVENTS
(Electricité de France)

ÉLECTRICITÉ DE FRANCE

Data bank
National organization

for computerized data gathering and
processing of power plant events

Why a data bank?
Information gets lost.
This is a fact that anybody may expe-
rience personally when the gathered
data reaches the critical point.
This is the case with technical data.
Sooner or later, the amount of infor-
mation which is not computerized
makes filing and accessibility very
difficult.
At this point, it is necessary to use a
more efficient tool. It is a fact that
computerized storage has a limitless
capacity, in addition there are several
other assets, some are:
• a decentralized data gathering
capability,

• an information sorting capability by
topics.
For all these reasons, the Thermal
Production Department in 1980, de-
cided to create a computerized fil-
ing system to cope with the fast
expansion of the nuclear program.
The initial three objectives of this file
were:
• to store events happening in
power plants,
• to reduce the volume of printed
material devoted to technical infor-
mation exchange,
• to improve the information acces-
sibility for users.
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Why a national file?

It soon became apparent that such a file
would be the most adequate tool for expe-
rience feedback. Consequently, it became
the sole data bank of each EOF Department
involved in thermal power plant operation.
An expanded use of this file was justified by
the integration of the nuclear plant safety
events.

From the beginning of 1981, at the request of
the S.C.S.I.N. (Central Safety Board), it was
decided to make the EOF nuclear safety
event file available to the S.C.S.I.N. (Central
Safety Board), the DSN-CEA (Nuclear Sa-
fety Management) and D.I.I. (Inter Region
Safety Organization).

Data input

NON FRENCH
{POWER PLANTS|

EVENT
DETECTION

EVENT
RECORDING

SORTING
•ANALYSIS

ANALYSIS
ACTION

DEFINITION

EOF.
THERMAL PRODUCTION

DEPARTMENT
Power plants
in operation

Event»
•Telex
• periodical
reports

Significant
events
• equipment
damage
and operation
incident reports

PRECURSOR EVENT
CREATION

OF A FOLLOW-UP REPORT

B GROUP
EQUIPMENT

F GROUP
SYSTEMS

(1 ) not connected in January 1983
(2) follow-up reporte proper to DSN-CEA

EOF.
CONSTRUCTION
DEPARTMENT

NPP
under construction

Incidents

PRECURSOR EVENT
CREATION

OF A FOLLOW-UP REPORT
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Event file content

What is the profile of an event?
By event, we mean incidents relating to nuc-
lear safety or equipment availability; as well
as, events which could be classified as a
precursor event due to their frequency. We
also include decisions, modifications, or
directions which have to be retained on file.

What kind of informations has
to be stored?
Taking into account the heterogenous event
distribution, it is necessary to separate the
gathered information into two groups or
sub-files.
The first one compiles event reports. Those
reports are an analysis of events, and consti-

tute for the incidents a factual statement as
well as statistical information.
The second one compiles follow-up reports.
These reports were established to store
experience gained and studies undertaken
about the most important events recorded in
the first sub-file.
Thus, analysis, studies, and conclusions of
the technical groups, i.e., "B" group for
equipment incidents, "F" group for system
incidents, "Corex" group - experience feed-
back committee, and DSN-CEA are subject
to storage through follow-up reports.
In addition, the follow-up reports have an
appendix for modifications of each nuclear
unit. This allows monitoring of the actions
undertaken particularly regarding experi-
ence feedback.

Data base

An organization has been formed to record
as quickly as possible all information relating
to the event itself, as well as all corrective
actions taken by all parties concerned.

Who manages
the data base?

The EOF Construction Department is
responsible for the design, construction,
and commissioning of the power plants.
Consequently, it is in charge of gathering
event information priorto the initial fuel load-
ing. After initial fuel loading has been com-
pleted, the Thermal Production Dept. which
operates the plants takes overthe responsi-
bility of gathering data.

Fast availability of information
The events are selected through daily
telex communication received from all ope-
rating units, or from occasional telexes
covering significant incidents. The event
reports are then written. After verification
and within three days time span, these re-
ports are included in the file and become
available for reference.

Information reliability
All the event reports are written by an engi-
neer and verified by a second engineer.
The periodic and incident reports are issued
by the power plants in order to expand the
initial information received via telexes. All
event reports are automatically updated.
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Data bank usage

A large user network
From January 1983, the different Depart-
ments of Electricité de France and the Sa-
fety Authorities, i.e., S.C.S.I.N. (Central
Safety Board), D.S.N.- C.E.A. (Nuclear Safety
Board), and D.I.I. (Inter Region Organiza-
tion), may consult the data bank in real time
via terminals connected to the Saint-Denis
main-frame computer.
Progressively, the different power plants will
also be equipped with terminals connected
to the main-frame computer.

User program
The real time usage of the file will be made
through conversation of various question
and answer programs. It allows the user
to analyse events according to different
sorting criteria. It also allows the usage of
follow-up reports, which have been pre-
viously described.
In addition to the question and answer pro-
grams, a system to print hard copy is
available when the quantity of information
requested exceeds the capacity of the
screen of the terminal.

USERS'
NETWORK

THERMAL
PRODUCTION
DEPARTMENT
HEAD OFFICE

CONSTRUCTION OEPT.
DESIGN AND

STUDIES
(SEPTEN)

i i /—— _ _ i.

ACTION
FOLLOW-UP

REPORTS

REGIONAL
CONSTRUCTION

OFFICES
NUCLEAR POWER

PLANTS IN
OPERATION

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT
DEPARTMENT

ST-DENISSAFETY AUTHORITIES
CENTRAL SAFETY

BOARD
(SCS1N)

SAFETY AUTHORITIES
TECHNICAL GROUP

DSN-CEA

SAFETY AUTHORITIES
INTER REGIONAL
ORGANIZATION

Oil CENTRE
(Dnot connected in January 1983
(2) follow-up reports proper to DSN-CEA
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Annex 9

USE OF SYSTEM ENGINEERS AT PRAIRIE ISLAND

INFO TECHNICAL SUPPORT MANAGERS WORKSHOP
"System Engineers"

September 5-7, 1984

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

To characterize our use at Prairie Island of the concept "system
engineer" in a phrase it is:

The system engineer is the focal point of all activities relating to his
particular systems. Accountability and responsibility are the key
characteristics of the system engineer.

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM ENGINEER CONCEPT

The system engineer concept was basically an evolutionary process.
During the plant's construction phase, it seemed most efficient in the
operating department to have one or two people handing the writing and
reviewing of procedures for a particular system. Examples of systems would be
the feedwater system, or water treatment demineralizer system, or 4KV
electrical distribution system.

One or two individuals wrote and reviewed the preoperational tests, and
startup tests for their particular systems. They then were often responsible
for conducting these tests. By virtue of the experience they gained they
evolved in the "system experts" for their particular systems.

Every system in the plant has an expert and since Prairie Island is a two
unit station, there is one system engineer on each system at each plant. This
results in a built-in engineering Dackup because there are two people familiar
with each system.

It was natural, as startup and operating activities continued, for other
plant groups to look to this system engineer when problems, concerns, and
suggestions relating to his particular systems developed. In short, he became
the focal point of the activities concerning his particular systems.

JOB CONTENT

For his systems, the system engineer is tasked with a variety of jobs.

1. He must have a working knowledge of all aspects of his systems, including:
a. instrument and control;
b. Electrical components;
c. Mechanical components;
d. System and component specifications;
e. Quality assurance specifications;
f. System Operating characteristics.

He is considered "Jack of all trades".
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2. He writes and updates system operating procedures, maintenance
procedures, preventative maintenance procedures, and surveillance
procedures.

3. He reviews completed maintenance, preventative maintenance, and
surveillance procedures. He performs short and long term trending and
monitoring of system operation and performance.

4. Procures spare parts.

5. He coordinates and plans outage activities.

6. He arranges special tests and inspections.

7. He prepares License Event Reports, and also conducts investigations of
Reportable Events and Significant Operating Events. He responds to NRC
bulletins, circulars and notices. There is a corporate support group
that may be assigned responsibilities, especially in responding to NRC
concerns. But this is done at the plant's discretion, and with much
system engineer input, if appropriate. Environmental qualification,
79-02, and 79-14 pipe support bulletins are examples of assignments given
corporate support.

8. The system engineers are encouraged to obtain SROs* and PEs**.

9. He does budgeting both for unusual maintenance and operating expenses,
and for all capital improvements.

For small modifications or design changes on his systems, he will be the
responsible engineer. He would essentially perform all the engineering
activities, and requisition whatever craft or maintenance forces required for
installations.

Obviously many modifications are beyond the capabilities of one person.
Again at the plant's discretion, projects can be assigned to the construction
department. The system engineer plays a big part in initiating and evaluating
the project. He is the contact man for the project engineers when plant input
is forthcoming or requested. He writes the operating, preventative
maintenance, maintenance, and surveillance procedures associated with the
modifications. He writes the isolation packages that put the plant in the
proper configuration to perform the modification. When the plant organization
has questions, the system engineer is the person the plant people go to for
answers or resolution. Offsite resources then have a single point of contact
at the plant.

SUMMARY

The salient points in the system engineer concept, as practiced as
Prairie island, are:

1. He is at the site inside the security perimeter.

2. He is the contact or point man for all concerns on a particular system.
One man that management, operations, maintenance, I&C, health physics, or
construction can call to get action or resolution.

* Senior Reactor Operator (Shift Supervisor) Licence
** Professional Engineering Licence
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As a corollary, there are no engineers assigned to the plant maintenance
or operations groups.

3. There is a natural system engineer backup, with unit 1 and Unit 2
engineers being different people.

4. He can and often does act as the coordinating and unifying force or
string that ties all the diverse groups together.

It is a very demanding job and not all engineers can function effectively
in the role of a system engineer. He's an engineer first, but just behind
that, he's a communicator and a person who requires good interpersonal
skills. The people he will be dealing with will have diverse educational
backgrounds, experience backgrounds, interest backgrounds, and lets face it,
he will be trying to get along with some people who may not be very interested
in getting along with anyone.

When the system engineer concept is working right, it is one of the most
valuable tools an plant manager can have.
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Annex 10

EXAMPLE OF INSPECTION ITEMS DURING PERIODIC INSPECTION OF A BWR PLANT
(Fukushima Daini)

O '• M I T I'S w i t n e s s

No.
1
2

3
4

2-1°l-4
O

4-1
4-2

5
6

7

8

9

6-1
6-2
6-3

7-1
7-2
7-3

8-1
8-2
8-3

9-1
O S'2

O 9-3

Inspection item
IN-SERVICE INSPECTION CATEGORY-I (ISI-I)
FUEL ASSEMBLY

Sipping Inspection
Surface Visual Inspection
Fuel Shuffling Inspection

INSPECTION OF REACTOR SHUT DOWN MARGIN

REACTOR COOLANT RECIRCULATION PUMP
Soundness of Mechanical Seal
Overhaul Inspection

IN-SERVICE INSPECTION CATEGORY-I I (ISI-I I)
MAIN STEAM SAFETY VALVE

Overhaul Inspection
Leak Test
Functional Test

MAIN STEAM RELIEF VALVE
Overhaul Inspection
Leak Test
Functional Test

MAIN STEAM SAFETY RELIEF VALVE
Overhaul Inspection
Leak Test
Functional Test

MAIN STEAM ISOLATION VALVE

Overhaul Inspection
Leak Rate Test After Shut Down of Plant

Prior to Start-up of Plant
Functional Test

MITI* is the regulatory authority
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No.
10

10-1
10-2

11

12

13

14

15

16

12-1
12-2

13-1
13-2
13-3

14-1
14-2
14-3

15-1
15-2
15-3
15-4

16-1
16-2

17

Inspection itéra
TURBINE BY-PASS VALVE

Overhaul Inspection
Functional Test

REACTOR AUXILIARY COOLING SYSTEM
Functional Test ii

REACTOR SHUTDOWN COOLING SYSTEM
Overhaul Inspection of Pumps
Overhaul Inspection of Main Valves

EMERGENCY CONDENSER SYSTEM

Functional Test
Overhaul Inspection of Main Condenser
Overhaul Inspection of Main Valves

REACTOR ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM
Functional Test
Overhaul Inspection of Pumps
Overhaul Inspection of Main Valves

EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM

High Pressure Core Injection O Functional Test
System Overhaul Inspection
Low Pressure Core Injection of Pumps
System Overhaul Inspection
Core Spray System of Main Valves
Automatic Depressurization System - Functional Test

FEED WATER PUMP

Overhaul Inspection
Functional Test

CONDENSATE WATER PUMP

Overhaul Inspection
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No.
la

la-i
IS-2
18-3
18-4
18-5

IS
19-1
19-2

20

21
21-1
21-2

O 21-3
21-4

22

23

24

O
25

25-1
25-2
25-3

Inspection itéra
CONTROL ROD DRIVING SYSTEM

Functional Test
Overhaul Inspection of CRD Mechanics
Overhaul Inspection of CRD Pumps
Overhaul Inspection of Hydraulic Control Units
Overhaul Inspection of Scram Valves

REACTOR STANDBY LIQUID CONTROL SYSTEM
Functional Test
Overhaul Inspection of Pumps

INSTRUMENTATION AIR SYSTEM
Functional Test

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM
Calibration of Protection Detection Elements
Confirmation of Set-point of Protection Detection
Elements
Functional Test of Logic Circuit for Reactor
Protection System
Functional Test of Logic Circuit for Neutron
Monitoring System

INTEGRATED INTERLOCK FOR COMBINATION OF REACTOR,
TURBINE AND GENERATOR

Functional Test
FUEL HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Functional Test
SPENT FUEL POOL COOLING SYSTEM

Functional Test
RADIATION CONTROL AND MONITORING SYSTEM

Field Monitoring System
Area Monitoring System Functional Test
Process Monitoring System
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No.
26
O 26-1

26-2
27

23

29
29-1
29-1-2

29-2
29-3
29-4

30
30-1

O 30-1-2
30-2

31

O
32
^ 32-1
O 32-2

33

Inspection item
STAND-BY GAS TREATMENT SYSTEM

Functional Test
Filter Performance Test

HVAC SYSTEM FOR MAIN CONTROL ROOM
Functional Test

RADIOACTIVE GASEOUS WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

Functional Test
RADIOACTIVE LIQUID WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

Functional Test
Announciation for Liquid Waste Storage & Treat-
ment Facility
-Interlock Functional Test
Radwaste Concentrator - Overhaul Inspection

" - Functional Test
Bitumin Solidification Equipment - Functional

Test
RADIOACTIVE SOLID WASTE TREATMENT SYSTEM

Incinerator - Functional Test
Storage Facility - Management Audit
Detection and Annunciation System for Leakage
of Liquid radioactive waste - Functional Test

PRIMARY CONTAINMENT VESSEL

Leak Rate Test
PCV ISOLATION VALVE

Overhaul Inspection
Functional Test

PCV VACUUM BREAKER

Functional Test
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No.
34
O 34-1

34-2
34-3

35
O 35-1

35-2
35-3

3S

^ 36~1O 36-2
37

O 37-1
37-2

38 Q

Inspection item
PVC SPRAY COOLING SYSTEM

Functional Test
Overhaul Inspection of Pumps
Overhaul Inspection of Main Valves

FLAMMABILITY CONTROL SYSTEM
Functional Test
Overhaul Inspection of Control Equipments
Overhaul Inspection of Main Valves

REACTOR BUILDING
Leak Rate Test after Plant Shut-down
Leak Rate Test before Plant re-start

EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR

up

Functional Test
Overhaul Inspection of Diesel Generator

OVERALL PLANT PERFORMANCE TEST
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Annex 11

SUMMARY OF OUTAGE HANDBOOK FOR CONTRACTOR FOREMAN AT BARSEBECK

I. INFORMATION PART

1. Operational results and some information about news since last outage.
A photo documentation from last outage.

2. Organization sheets for the outage organization showing how the
contractors are involved and supervised.

3. Schedules for the outage at Barsebeck-1
Main schedule
Schedule for the first days of the outage
Detailed schedules
Start-up schedule

4. Schedules for the outage at Barsebeck-2
Main schedule
Schedule for the first days of the outage
Detailed schedules
Start-up schedule

II. INSTRUCTIONS AND HANDBOOK PART

What you need to know before you are coming to Barsebeck

1. Announcements of arriving contractors.

2. Health physics training. Medical examination dosimetry information.

3. How to send tools and material to Barsebaeck.

4. How to order electrical supply of welding machines and other tools.

What you need to know when you are working at Barsebeck

5. Security routines and entrance routines.

6. Responsibilities of the foreman.

7. Routines for handling of contractors tools.

8. Available services from the service center.

9. Work preparation.

10. Work permit.

11. Radiological permit.

12. Fire protection permit.

13. Spare parts, material and tools from stores.
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14. Reporting of performed work.

15. Work time report, routines for follow up of work time.

Health physics, industrial safety, emergency routines

16. Emergency routines.

17. Alarm signals.

18. Industrial safety, audits of industrial safety, health physics.

19. Fire protection activities.

20. Information about asbestos.

Quality Assurance and Quality Control

21. Quality assurance and quality control routines.

22. Colour markings on welding material, welding data sheets.

23. Instructions for pipe couplings.

24. Instructions for expander screws.

25. Information about electrical safety.

26. Routines for handling of electrical equipment.

27. Routines for handling of chemicals and information about how they are
marked.

Practical Information

28. Opening time in the restaurant. Routines for the restaurant.

29. Routines for the hotel at plant. Routines for using caravan site.

30. Maps and information about how the gates and entrances are marked.
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Annex 12

INTENSIVE OPERATOR TRAINING CENTRED AROUND A SIMULATOR
AT THE BWR OPERATOR TRAINING CENTER IN JAPAN

Along with the advancements being made today in
improving the safety and reliability of nuclear power
generation, insuring that operator proficiency is maintained
at the highest possible level is becoming more and more
important The BWR Operater Training Center was
established in 1971 for the purpose of BWR nuclear power
stat'on operator training Operators who have received
various training courses at this facility are now on the
front lines of various nuclear power plants throughout Japan

The most important feature of the training at this center is
that a control room simulator which is identical to a
control panel of an actual plant is used for operator

Training Program

training Using two simulators (BTC-1 and 2), which
are capable of duplicating as closely as possible the
operation of an actual power plant, normal, abnormal and
emergency opsrston training can be accomplished which
gives the feeling of operating a real plant Various training
courses are esîabished according to the utilities training
requirements in order to achieve adequate training results

In addition, the Thermal & Nuclear Power Engineering
Society has entrusted the practical examinations for
licensed operators to the center, based on "Certification
System for Shift Supervisors of Nuclear Power Stations",
which was established in 1980

• Standard Training Course (12 weeks, 8 trainees)

Simulator Examination

This course is designed for personnel having actual
operational experience at a nuclear power station or thermal
power station and who have a baste skill and knowledge of
nuclear power generation The objective of this course is to
provide lectures, plant observation, self study and simulator
training

•Intensive Operator Training Course
(4 weeks, 4 trainees)

Simulator Examination

V

This course is designed for personnel having the knowledge
required for operation of a BWR nuclear power plant and
having actual operational experience at a nuclear power
station It centers on training using a simulator and provides
short-term operational training

• Retraining Course (9 days, 4 trainees)

Simulator Examination

This course is designed for refresher training of operators
currently working in the main control room of a nuclear power station
Through utilization of the simulator, the trainees can obtain various
experiences in handling abnormal situations and conditions arising
from unexpected problems during operation, thus ensuring that
the level of technical ability is maintained and enhanced

• Advanced Training Course (5 days, 4 trainees)

Simula» Lsctjre Examinator

This course is designed as a follow-on to the retraining course
and is for higher ranking operators currently on duty Training
is provided via lectures and the simulator and is designed to
upgrade the mansgement skills and knowledge of advanced
operators in areas such as recognition of emergency situations,
decision making, supervision and command

• Family Training Course (1 day) This course is designed to improve operator teamwork and
includes shift supervisors and higher ranking operators as well
as auxiliary operators Training centers around the simulator
and is designed to improve operator competence and
strengthen teamwork.

• Basic Lecture Course (2 weeks, 12 trainees)

Lecture Examination

As a general rule, this course is designed for personnel
scheduled to receive the standard training course
Using 80 hours of lectures, it provides basic lecture training
which is indispensable to operators

• Special Training Course
(Course length and content are determined on a
case by case basis.)

This course is designed to meet special objectives
The course length and content are determined in accordance
with the training requirements of the company Courses to
date have included such courses as 15 days of training
designed for engineers of nuclear field

'Each training course excluding the basic lecture course conducts operator training using either No l or No 2 simulater
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Typical Training and Development Programs For A
Shift Mechanical Maintainer Hired at Step 5

O)Ci

Year

Step

1

5
Science Fundamentals &
Equipment & SystemsPrinciples
Protection-Radiation

-Conventional
Skills-Fitting-Machining-Blue Print Reading

-Pipefitting
-Welding
-Rigging

Station Orientation

Radiation Procedures
-Yellow Badge

or H2S Procedures
On-The-Job TrainingAssignments & Work
Experience

Time
(Wks)

6

3
3
6
6
1
3
4
1

1

1

17

2

6

Equipment & Systems
Principles
Protection-Conventional

Skills-Fitting
-Machining
-Pipefitting
-Welding
-Rigging

Station Systems (Level 4)
Field Checkouts (Level 4)
Radiation Procedures

-Green Badge

On-The-Job Training
Assignments & Work
Experience

Time(Wks)

1

2

4
4
3
4
1

2
4

1

26

3

7

Equipment & Systems
Principles
Protection

Skills

-Pipefitting
-Welding

Trades Tests
Station Systems (Level 3)
Field Checkouts (Level 3)

On-The-Job Training
Assignments & Work
Experience

Time
(Wks)

1

2

2
4

4
2
2

35

Trade Tests Performance Performance Trade Tests
Appraisals Appraisals Performance

Appraisals

a1
W



Year

Step

1

0 1
Science Fundamentals &
Equipment & Systems
Principles
Protection- Radiation

-Conventional
Skills-Fitting

-Machining
-Blue Print Reading
-Pipef i tting
-Welding
-Rigging

Station Orientation

Radiation Procedures
-Yellow Badge

or H2S Procedures
On- The- Job Training
Assignments & Work
Experience

I

Time
Wks
6

3
3
6
6
1
3
4
1

1

1

17

2

2
Equipment
Principles

3
& Systems

Protection-Conventional

Skills-Fitting
-Machining
•Pipefitting
-Ueldmg
-Rigging

Station Systems

Field Checkouts

On- The- Job Training
Assignments S Work
Experience

Time
Wks
1

2

6
5
3
5
1
2

2

25

I

3

U

Equipment & Systems
Principles

Protection-Conventional

Skills-Fitting
-Machining
-Pipefitting
Welding

Trades Tests

Field Checkouts
Radiation Procedures

-Green Badge

On-The-Job Training
Assignments & Work
Experience

Time
Wks

1

1

3
4
2
4

4

2
1

30

4

5

Skills-Fitting
-Pipefitting

or -Machining
or -Welding

-Pipefitting

Station Systems

Field Checkouts

On-The-Job Training
Assignments & Work
Experience

Time
Wks

4
2
8
6
3

2

1

43
or41
or40

5

6

P rotect i on-Convent i ona 1

Skills-Fitting
or -Machining
or Welding

-Pipefitting

Field Checkouts

On-The-Job Training
Assignments & Work
Experience

Time
Wks

2

4

&
4
3

1

45
or43
or42

6

7

Skills-Fitting
or -Machining
or -Welding

-Pipefitting
Trades Tests

Field Checkouts

On-The-Job Training
Assignments & Work
Experience

Time
Wks

0

4
4
2
2

1

49
or45
or43

Performance Performance Performance Performance Trade Tests Performance Performance Trades Tests
Appraisals Appraisals Appraisals Appraisals Performance Appraisals Appraisals Performance

Appraisals Appraisals

Layout of Shift Mechanical Haintainers Training and Development Program



Annex 14

WORK MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES AND TRAINING PROGRAMMES FOR
FUKUSHIMA DAINI MAINTENANCE STAFF

General Supervision

Review of a. written contract, technical specification, design.

Review of maintenance contractors's organization. (Representative for
field works, chief engineer, a manager responsible for safety).

Review of submitted reports from contractors. (Work schedule, work
report, etc).

Material control for maintenance work, report to superiors, instructions
to contractor.

Technical Supervision

Quality control, execution of test and inspection, check of materials and
tools provided by contractor, communications between work groups, prepare
orders/plans related to work to be performed.

Schedule Supervision

Weekly meeting for work schedule coordination.

Safety and Radiation Supervision

Prevention of safety related troubles, equipment failure and radiation
exposure.

Communication with sections concerned to obtain safe work environment.

Proof check of safety goods, temporary equipment conditions.
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Education and Training for Nuclear Maintenance Personnel

Education and training for nuclear maintenance personnel is conducted, in
principle, through their routine jobs. The practical training during annual
inspection is the most effective. In the case of TEPCO, additional training
based on the company's "Skill Qualification System" is conducted by full-time
instructors at the Nuclear Power Plant Training Centre established in the
Fukushima Daichi Nuclear Power Station to make maintenance personnel master
the necessary technological knowledge and skill set forth at each grade. The
System applies to all maintenance personnel with services of 10 years or
less. After being qualified, various kind of training is conducted for them
such as general management training, On-the Job-Training and training through
the participations of seminars by third parties, and vendor-provided training
course.

Outline of Training

The following training is conducted as a part of the "Skill Qualification
System"

o Grade A

Maintenance of Special Valves
Diagnosis and Temporary Repairs of Pump Equipment
Calibration of Relay
Preparation of Dynamic Characteristics Measurement

Maintenance of Neutron Measuring Equipment
Non-destructive Test etc.

o Grade B

Maintenance of Conventional Valves
Overhaul, Assembly, Pre-operation of Pump

\Maintenance of Motors
Maintenance of Low-Voltage Circuit Breaker
Calibration of Recorder and Transmitter
Training for Safety Work etc.
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Training Program for Maintenance Personnel

Classification Introductory
Education

Training for Elementary and
middle personnel Training for Managing Personnel

New Comer AssisInnt
Forc'.nmn Foreman .Senior

Engineer
Assistant
Section
Manager

Section
Manager

About
1 yr 9 ̂  11 yrs Depending on individual

experience and capability

Technical
Training

Training
in Shift

Training for Elementary and
middle personnel_________

Technical i (knowledge and skill) Training_forjQualification
r r.r^A*. i B Grade ~~~r" A Grade 'C Grade

General
Training

Education for
Newly Joined
F.mplnyee_____|

Training for
Training

for
Training for Group
| Leader in Office

Training
forAssistant Senior Engineer Assistant

Foreman and F°reman Section
| Manager |

Other
Training

o>
. Training through participation in seminars of third parties



Loco L government
auth orittj

Refresher training__(contents, planning
procédure and performance) fpr resp. shift personnel

eertrficalas
record-sheets

Trad ice t instructions

o>
(O

fjppued basic principals <
fechn. processes

(exlrrnal lectures of itctin'cal
accac/emy in l/ln

- planf processif
. radiation prt>tfc.f,'on

Plant- orqanisaf/on
_ internal regulations
- revision of opera/ion

manual.
- changes of ru/es

regulatiem ant/
guidelines tic-
reluvanf fer Me
ofo-af/on effhe plofif

Plant process equip ment I
ilanl operation

- t gisons on plant
il/stems i Layout and
opération
plant components

- inodificalion and tacJr-
tins in thé plant

-shut doun rdafecf
training / farexamp/e
due ta rnadifïcaften S
and badifiUng ui/hin
thii period anal
information about off
important" tJarfa
Mithin fhîs period

Plant behaviour during neraxti
abnormal operaf/on,

conditions ,
plant experience,
particular incidents
in the own and in
other plonk,
emergency and back
up procedure,

-Simulator imfekfCrnear
- alarm excerciscs
-fire fighting practice
-practice v/sit personal
pnltction equipment

-tirtf aid practice
-control ofreaciirifu durin
normal plant opera fiefi
outage due to iiclchanjin

- rod- prafec-ffan
-periodic system c/iec/Cc



Annex 16

SIMULATOR EVALUATION FORMS USED AT PRAIRIE ISLAND FOR
REACTOR OPERATOR (RO), SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR (SRO)

AND SHIFT TECHNICAL ADVISOR (STA)

SIMULATOR EVALUATION FORM - STA

NAME:

DATE:

EMPLOYEE NUMBER:

Event

Marginal and Unsatisfactory areas should be addressed in Comments Section.
See back of form for guidance in each evaluation area.
Comments; (use additional sheet if necessary)

Overall Evaluation; Satisfactory/Unsatisfactory
Guidance for Overall Evaluation;
A rating of unsatisfactory in any one evaluation area during more than one
event should result in an overall evaluation of unsatisfactory. In
addition, several unsatisfactory and/or marginal ratings in more than one
evaluation area during more than one event should result in an overall
evaluation of unsatisfactory.

Evaluator's Signature
Training Supervision Review

Date:
Date:

Note: CSF - Critical System Functions
CB - Control Board

F-0 - Selected Emergency Procedures
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COMMUNICATIONS
Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

. Gave unclear or incomplete advice. . Gave clear and concise advice.

. Failed to ask for information when . Asked for information when necessary.
necessary.

. Ignored input or did not indicate . Actively listened and verified that
understanding. message was understood.

. Communicated with the wrong person . Actively sought ideas and input from
or by the wrong method. team members.

CSF/CB FAMILIARITY
Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

. Unable to locate parameters within . Quickly located all parameters within
CR to determine CSF status. CR to determine CSF status.

. Uses the wrong indications to . Uses the correct indications to
determine CSF status. determine CSF status.

USE OF F-0 PROCEDURE
Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

. Unable to locate F-0. . Quickly locates F-0.

. Unable to use F-0 procedure to . Quickly uses F-0 procedure to
-determine CSF status and appropriate determine CSF status and appropriate
FRP if necessary. FRP if necessary.

. Does not know the purpose of the . Has a good knowledge of the purpose of
FRPs recommended for use by F-0. the FRPs recommended for use by F-0.

. Unable to complete scan of F-0 . Completes scan of F-0 within 15
within 15 minutes. minutes.

LOGGING
Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

. Does not log the result of each . Accurately completed PINGP 772 after
scan in accordance with F-0. each scan in accordance with F-0.

TECHNICAL KNOWLEDGE
Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

. Does not possess sufficient plant . Demonstrates sufficient plant and
and operating knowledge to provide operating knowledge to provide useful
useful support to team members. support to team members.

DIAGNOSIS
Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

. Did not step back and get the big . Stepped back and analyzed the whole
picture. situation.

. Incorrectly diagnosed the event. . Quickly diagnosed the event correctly.

. Did not recognize when CSF limits . Recognized when CSF limits approached
were exceeded. and exceeded limits.

. Unable to determine the root cause . Quickly determined the root cause of
of abnormal plant responses. abnormal plant responses.

CLASSIFICATION
Unsatisfactory Satisfactory

. Unable to locate F3-2 or correctly . Quickly locates F3-2 and classifies
classify the event in accordance the event in accordance with F3-2.
with F3-2.

NOTE: A marginal rating should be used in areas in which the STA does not
fully meet the criteria for unsatisfactory or satisfactory perfor-
mance, but falls somewhere in between the criteria provided.
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SIMULATOR EVALUATION FORM

Name:

Date:

Evaluation Level
DRO D SRO
Evaluation Type

D License Q Requal

Event

1.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

13.

14.

15.
16.

Marginal and Unsatisfactory areas should be addressed in Comments Section of the
Continuation Sheet (page 2). Evaluation criteria for SRO's is located on the back
of page 1, and for RO's on the back of page 2.
Overall Evaluation: Satisfactory / Unsatisfactory_________________________
Evaluator's Signature:________________________________Date__________
Training Supervision Review:_____________________________Date______
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SYALÜATIQ8 carTÜHTA PQfl
Unsatisfactory

Control Board* Allows operator attention tobe diverxed fro» control board.
*• Incorrectly identifies/interprets
control board information orcourse of action.

* önable to locate controls andindications.

Satisfactory
Awareness
* Requires eoni tonn* by operators of
control board for information.

* Identifies and interpret« control
board information and détermine»
proper course of action.

* Readily locates control« and
indications.

Event DiagnosisIncorrectly di-agnoaes- event or « Correctly diagnoses «vent and
course of action. determines proper course of action.
Fails to identify events which * Recognizes events which involve
involve Tech Specs'. E Plan, or application of Tech Specs. E Plan,
or other administrative require- or other administrative require-
ments, ments.

* Fails to recognize EOP antry
conditions.

* Fails to ensure immediate actions
completed.

« Fails to provide appropriate
direction to operators.

* Fails to recognize «hen CS?
parameters exceed limits.

Immediate Actions/Entry Level Actions
* Recognizes SOP entry conditions.
* Ensures immediate actions
completed.

* Provides direction to operators as
appropriate.

* Recognizes when CS? parameters
approached Limits.

Subsequent Actions
Directions to operators violate
procedures or cause errors.
Transitions to or uses wrong
procedures and fails to identify
and correct error.

Ose of Procedures/ Tech
* Does not require operators to use
procedures or allows procedure
deviations without documentation.

« Makes errors in procedure or refer-
ence data usage and Tech Specinterpretation.

* Fails to identify procedure errors
or conflicts and resolve then.

* Effectively directs operators
actions.

* Correctly integrates different
procedures in combating multiple
events.

* Evaluates conditions and makes
proper transitions to other
procedures.

Specs/ Reference Data
* Requires use of procedures by
operators when appropriate.

* Uses procedures accurately and
effectively.

* Properly interprets Tech Specs.
* Effectively uses reference data.
when appropriate.

* Identifies procedure conflicts and
inadequacies and resolves thea.

Communications
Directions are unclear or
incomplete.
Fails to keep operators and others
inforaed.
Fails to use or require proper
communication techniques.
Fails to ask for information when
necessary.

* Provides clear and concise
directions.

* Seeps operators and others informed
of plant conditions and actions
taken.

* Ensures messages/directions
received and understood.

* Seeks ideas and input fro»
operators.

Supervisory
* Provide» unnecessary direction or

fails to provide direction when
appropriate.

« Fails to make decisions when
conflicts sriae.

* Does not maintain or require a
professional attitude be maintained
in tha control roo«.

« Fails to correctly claosi-fy events
and implement S Plan when appro-
priate.

Skills* Directs and integrates actions of
the crew.

» Provides abidance appropriate for
the situation to the crew.

* Assumes responsibility for decision
making.

* Maintains a professional attitude
in the control roo».

* Correctly classifies event lau F3
ind implements £ Plan when
appropriate.

Overall
• Repeated failure to di.ignose events «
correctly.» Repeated failure to determine
correct actions to place plint In
a safe condition.

• Repeated failure to properly imple-
ment Tsch Specs. E Plan, and idmin-
istrative procedures

« Overall actions do not contribute to
safe operation of the plant.

Note" A narglnal rating should b« assigned if the performance is between
satisfactory and unsatisfactory.

Diagnoses events correctly,determine« proper course of action,
actions result in placing plant in
a safer condition. Events which
require Tech Spec, £ Plan, and
administrative jetions are
corr-ctly addreseed Provides
overall <1ir«c-.ion îor safe
operation of the plant.
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SIMULATOR EVALUATION FORM

No. ______________Comments
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EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR BÛ
Unsatisfactory Satlafactorv

Control Board Awareness
* Inattentive to control board.
» Unable to locate control« and indi-
cations in a timely Banner.

* Does not verify response to control
board Manipulations.

Continually attentive to control
board.
Quickly locates contrôla and indi-
cations .
Verifies expected response when
manipulating controls.

Event Diagnosis
* Inappropriate respone« to alanns. » Correctly responds to alarm condi-
* Fails to identify changes in plant tions.

status due to events. * Identifies changes in plant statua.
' Incorrectly diagnoses events. » Correctly diagnoses évente.

Immediate Actions/Entry Level Actions
* Does not recognize entry conditions

to EOP's.
* Does not verify automatic «ctiona.
* Immediate actions not performed or
perfcreed incorrectly.

Verifies automatic actions and
informs 55.

* Performs immediate actions from
memory when required without
prompting.

Subsequent Actions
* Does not verify automatic or

immediate actions.
* Fails to folio« directions of SS.
* Does not keep SS informed of
changes in plant status.

DEC of Procedures/ Tech
* Does not use procedures «hen re-
quired.

* Violates procedures, admin controls,
or limits.

* Does not identify Tech Spec LCD's.
* Can not locate procedure». Tech
Specs, or references.

* Fails to identify procedure errors.

Performs automatic actions that did
not occur.

* Verfies all immediate actions.
* Performs subsequent actions as

directed
* Keeps SS informed of changes in

plant status.
Specs/ Reference Data
* Procedures 'in hand" when appro-
priate.

* Properly uses procedures, does not
violate steps or limits.

* Identifies Tech Spec LCO's and
informs SS.

* Locates and usée references without
direction.

» Identifies procedure conflicts and
informs SS.

Communications
» Does not inform SS of abnormal indi-
cations or alarms.

* Does not ensure directions to out-
plant operators understood.

* Does not keep others informed of
actions.

* Does not use proper communication
techniques.

Informs SS of abnormal indications
clearly and concisely.

* Hakes clear and timely recommenda-
tions .

» Verifies that instructions were
received and understood.

* Keeps other informed of actions.
* Oses proper communication
technique.

Control Board Manipulations
* Does not control plant within control * Smoothly operates plant within
parameters.

* Can not control automatic système
manual.

* Can not recover from errors.
* Manipulations cause problems.
* Needs guidance to operate controls.

control parameters.
in * Smoothly operator« automatic

system controls in manual.
* Does not make errors.
* Does not require guidance to
operate controls.

Overall
* Repeated failure to maintain *
control board awareness.

* Repeated failure to respond toalarm conditions or identify changes
in plant status.

* Repeated failure to perfora
immediate action steps free memory.

* Repeated failure to folio» directions
of SS.

* Repeated procedure violations or
failure to use procedures.

* Overall actions do not contribute to
safe operation of the plant.

Manipulates controls to safely
operate the plant within establish-
ed guidelines using procedures.Identifies events and informs SS of
plant status. Takes actions law
plant procedures and under
direction of SS to place plant in a
safe condition.

Note: A marginal rating should be assigned if the performance is between
satisfactory and unsatisfactory.
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Annex 17
DEFINITIONS

The following definitions, which are taken from the IAEA Power Reactor
Information System (PRIS) are used extensively in this report.

Unavailability

Unavailability means that the available electrical capacity is lower than
the maximum rated capacity. Unavailability is classified as planned if it is
foreseen long in advance, generally at the time when the annual overhaul
programme is established, and if the beginning of the unavailability period
can be largely controlled and deferred by management. Unavailability is
classified as unplanned when it is due either to causes in the plant or causes
external to the plant. Power plant operation at lower than maximum capacity
for demand reasons, planned load cycling, etc. does not constitute
unavailability, either planned or unplanned.

Energy Unavailability Factor (EUF %)

E.U.F. = EL x 100
Em

The energy unavailability factor over a specified period is tne ratio of
the energy EL that could have been produced during this period by a capacity
equal to the unavailable capacity and the energy ^ that could have been
produced during the same period by the maximum rated capacity.

The unavailability factor U.F. over a specified period can be
distinguished into:

P.U.F. = planned unavailability factor (planned outages, coast downs)
U.U.F. = unplanned unavailability factor due to causes in the plant
X.U.F. = unplanned unavailability factor due to causes external to the

plant (eg. labour disputes)

Energy Availability Factor (EAF %)

E.A.F. = 100 - E.U.F.

The energy availability factor may be regarded as the percentage ratio of
energy that was produced, or may have been produced without power reductions
for grid demand reasons, to the energy that could have been produced during
the same period by the maximum rated capacity.
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